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Executive Summary

F

or decades, the federal government has inadequately considered the environmental harms of oil and gas extraction in its management of public lands and waters. As a result, fossil-fuel developers have been handed vast
swaths of land at bargain prices, causing dangerous levels of greenhouse gas pollution that exacerbates climate
change while depriving the public of more beneficial uses of the land.
That is all likely to change soon. A week into his term, President Biden called for a comprehensive review of the oil and
gas program.1 That review is now underway and is likely to result in substantial programmatic reforms such as curtailing
fossil-fuel leasing, prioritizing conservation and renewable-energy generation, increasing environmental controls, and
adjusting lease terms to ensure fair value to taxpayers. The substantial climate and other environmental benefits of these
reforms should justify any associated economic impacts.
But those benefits will remain largely obscured if Interior continues to use the methodologies it has relied upon in the
past. That is because under previous administrations spanning decades, both the Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”)
and the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (“BOEM”) have prepared analyses that did not fully capture the environmental impacts of fossil-fuel extraction. More rigorous evaluation of these impacts could help Interior defend its breaks
from prior policy and, in doing so, provide critical analytical support for long-overdue reforms. Additionally, stronger
analytical support will help safeguard this administration’s reforms against any efforts by a future presidential administration to roll them back.
This report offers suggestions on how Interior can build an analytical toolkit to support ambitious reforms in federal
land-management policies based on sound scientific and economic methodologies. Interior should not substantially
delay overdue reforms in anticipation of revised analytical tools. Some of the tools suggested in this report can be applied
immediately, while Interior could develop others in the meantime and then apply those methodologies to any reforms
that it undertakes after those methodologies are available.
In particular, this report makes the following recommendations regarding how Interior can use science and economics
to support programmatic reform:

Capturing the Benefits of Programmatic Reform
Substitution and Leakage: To realistically capture the environmental and economic effects of programmatic reforms on the
energy system as a whole, Interior should retool its energy market model to correct critical flaws and incorporate reasonable assumptions about the long-term energy mix. An energy market model attempts to capture the aggregate impacts of adding or
removing an energy source on the market as a whole. In recent analyses, both BLM and BOEM have relied on a model
with critical shortcomings that led these agencies to conclude—inaccurately—that oil and gas extraction on public lands
has few, if any, net downstream greenhouse gas impacts because that extraction is merely displacing extraction that would
occur on other lands. Correcting these shortcomings—either by fixing Interior’s existing model or, even better, by tailoring an available model from the Energy Information Administration—would enable Interior to more realistically assess
how programmatic reforms would affect the global energy mix. This would enable a clear-eyed assessment of the net
environmental and economic impacts of those reforms while avoiding legal risk that may accompany assumptions of
either zero or full substitution.
i

Climate Benefits: To capture the climate benefits from programmatic reforms in the most useful and salient manner, Interior
should evaluate those benefits using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases. The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases (sometimes
called the Social Cost of Carbon when referring to the economic costs of carbon dioxide) is a widely-endorsed scientific tool that presents the incremental climate benefits of reducing greenhouse gas emissions (or the climate costs of
increasing emissions) in dollar values. Yet Interior has mostly rejected this tool in the past, instead opting for less rigorous methodologies that trivialize emissions. Applying the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases would clearly demonstrate
the enormous climate benefits of programmatic reforms and facilitate an apples-to-apples comparison to monetized
economic effects.
Option Value and the Benefits of Delay: To capture the benefits of slowing down commitments of additional resources to fossilfuel extraction, Interior should improve its consideration of option value (i.e., the information value of delay). The option value
of delaying leasing can be substantial due to the numerous uncertainties involved and the near-irreversibility of leasing
federal lands to fossil-fuel developers. Yet BLM’s prior analyses have disregarded option value altogether, while BOEM
has failed to model environmental uncertainties or give them sufficient consideration. Adequate consideration of option
value could provide strong analytical support for curtailing leasing, particularly in environmentally sensitive regions.

Assessing and Mitigating the Costs of Programmatic Reform
While capturing the environmental benefits of any reforms is critical, it is also important for Interior to closely analyze
the potential economic costs of programmatic reform. In doing so, the agency should seek to transparently disclose the
total economic effects of its reforms on both localized communities and the marketplace as a whole. In particular:
Market-Wide Economic Effects: To holistically capture the economic impacts of reform on the marketplace and economy more
broadly, Interior should use its revised substitution model. In previous analyses, Interior has looked narrowly at the economic impacts from fossil-fuel extraction, considering only direct revenue and employment effects without considering
broader effects on the market as a whole. This approach overstates employment and revenue effects by ignoring energy
substitution (i.e., the fact that some federal extraction merely displaces extraction elsewhere), while simultaneously disregarding broader economic effects on energy prices and supply. For a more comprehensive perspective, Interior should
use modeling tools to capture system-wide economic effects. This will ensure analytical consistency and reasonable balancing of environmental and economic impacts while enabling Interior to assess a broad array of market-wide impacts
including effects on energy prices and supply.
Localized Economic Harms: To assess and mitigate potentially harmful distributional impacts on local communities that
have traditionally relied on extraction, Interior should use its forecasts of localized royalty and payroll impacts as a guidepost.
Although reductions in local revenues and employment are not economy-wide costs because they are partially offset by
substitute energy production (both fossil-fuel and renewables)—and may even exaggerate localized economic effects
because energy extraction could cause some offsetting localized harms by hurting tourism and recreation—they nonetheless do represent hardships on local communities. Interior can use localized forecasts of economic impacts to help
assess these effects. This will help Interior identify burdened communities and attempt to mitigate those impacts through
the siting of beneficial projects such as renewable-energy generation and environmental clean-up.

ii

Incorporating Analytical Developments into Reform Design
Robust economic and environmental analysis is not only useful for analyzing the impacts of reforms. Economic principles also can also influence the nature of the reforms themselves, particularly for policy areas that are monetary in nature
such as royalty rates. This report closes by identifying several areas where Interior can incorporate the analytical tools
discussed above when designing reforms.
Using Royalty Rates to Internalize Climate Damages: Interior should impose a “carbon adder” into the royalty rate, effectively causing producers to pay for the total climate harm that their extraction imposes on society. Doing so will cause developers
to reduce extraction by causing producers to bear the costs of climate change, and would likely increase royalty revenues
for federal, state, and local governments. The tools described above can enable Interior to calculate the carbon adder to
internalize climate damages, and offer the agency various methodological options for doing so.
Using Cost-Benefit Analysis to Support Leasing Curtailment: Interior should consider deploying cost-benefit analysis to
determine the scope of widescale programmatic reforms such as curtailing leasing. BOEM already uses a cost-benefit analysis
framework in its five-year planning process, although recent analyses have minimized environmental impacts and failed
to integrate climate costs. Correcting these flaws, and incorporating cost-benefit analysis into BLM reviews, should provide support for ambitious programmatic reforms and curtailing the scope of the leasing program.
Using Carbon Offsets to Minimize Greenhouse Gas Impacts: Interior should require that producers offset carbon emissions
as a condition of extraction. Although reforms such as curtailing leasing and revising royalty rates will limit extraction on
lands that have not yet been leased, they do little to mitigate the effect on climate change from the vast amount of land
that has already been leased but where production has not yet begun. To mitigate the climate impacts from extraction on
these lands, Interior should require offsetting greenhouse gas emissions as a condition of drilling. While Interior could
require offsets for direct emissions only, substitution tools could enable Interior to require offsets for indirect emissions
as well.

iii

I. Upcoming Reforms to the Federal Oil and 		
Gas Program

A

s Interior Secretary Deb Haaland explained at the agency’s March 25 public forum on the federal oil and gas
program, the government in recent years has “offered vast swaths of our public lands and waters for drilling,
prioritizing fossil fuel development above all other uses”—causing substantial “impacts to people, water, wildlife, and climate” that the agency “ignored.”2 Given this imbalance, there have been widespread calls for programmatic
reform, which are likely to produce ambitious changes in the coming years.
This section begins by describing prior issues with Interior’s oil and gas leasing program. It then summarizes various
programmatic reforms on the table.

A.

The Problematic State of Leasing on Federal Lands

The federal government owns more than a quarter of all land in the United States, concentrated primarily in Western
states and Alaska, along with waters in the Outer Continental Shelf.3 BLM and BOEM are responsible for managing millions of acres of these public lands and waters, and determining when to allow leasing for coal, oil, and gas development.
As of fiscal year 2020, BLM oversees 37,496 leases on 26.6 million acres of federal lands,4 while BOEM manages 2,287
leases on 12.1 million acres of offshore federal lands.5
The current problems with Interior’s land management can be broken down into at least three overarching areas: inattention to the risks of climate change; inadequate consideration of local and regional harms to health and the environment from leasing; and failure to adequately set fiscal terms for leasing and extraction. These failures produce economic
“externalities,”6 which are market failures that result when a producer does not account for the actual costs of their activities, instead offloading them onto society.7 Interior should better account for these externalities in its programmatic
reforms.

1.

Failure to Sufficiently Account for Impacts on Climate Change

Under the Paris Climate accords, the U.S. has committed to slashing its greenhouse gas emissions in half by 2030, with
the aim of achieving net zero emissions by 2050.8 Meeting these goals will not be possible if the country is still primarily
reliant on oil and gas for its energy needs.9 Federal oil and gas leasing policies, both onshore and offshore, must play a
vital part in these mitigation efforts. In total, fossil fuels from public lands make up approximately one quarter of all U.S.
carbon dioxide emissions;10 because the harm from those emissions is borne by the public rather than by the producers
themselves, it represents a negative externality that should be taken into account when assessing the net costs and benefits of leasing. According to a recent estimate, in fact, U.S. public lands would rank fifth in the world for greenhouse gas
emissions if they were their own country.11
It is thus evident that the Department of Interior will need to account for climate change risks in its permitting process,
given the agency’s mandate to avoid permanent degradation of natural resources and the cumulative impact of leasing
decisions.12 Yet to date, Interior has not sufficiently accounted for the climate risks from the federal government’s leasing
program.

1

According to data from an Interior report, extraction and combustion emissions from
U.S. federal lands in 2014 caused over $57 bilion in climate damage (in present-day dollars),
which is greater than the total GDP of several high-production states.
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Emission data is taken from Matthew D. Merrill et al., U.S. Geological Survey, Federal Lands Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sequestration in the United
States: Estimates for 2005–14 at 8 (2018), https://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2018/5131/sir20185131.pdf. Those emissions figures were monetized using the
Interagency Working Group’s most recent damage valuations for the year 2014, adjusted for inflation to present-day value. GDP data is from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, https://www.bea.gov/sites/default/files/2021-06/qgdpstate0621.pdf. All dollar values are in billions.

For instance, Interior has inconsistently incorporated tools like the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases to evaluate the
impact of leases on the global environment. Nor has the agency meaningfully accounted for climate impacts in its landuse decisions, such as by curtailing fossil-fuel leasing due to climate concerns or consistently imposing greenhouse gas
mitigation requirements. Under the Trump administration, Interior’s strategic five-year plan did not even mention climate change once.13 Scientists at BOEM reported pressure to avoid discussing the climate impacts of offshore leasing,14
while BLM field officers were discouraged from considering the climate impacts of leasing decisions.15 And more public
lands were leased for fossil fuel extraction from 2017-2020 than under any prior U.S. administration in history, which will
make it challenging for the U.S. to lower its greenhouse gas emissions to avoid the worst impacts from a warming planet.16

2.

Failure to Sufficiently Account for Local and Regional Environmental Harms

The leasing process as currently structured does not sufficiently account for numerous environmental and public health
externalities (in addition to climate change) that can affect communities near drilling operations. For example, oil and
gas extraction releases pollutants that reduce local air quality, worsening ozone levels that contribute to asthma attacks,
cardiovascular disease and premature death.17 Yet Interior has frequently failed to sufficiently consider these effects.
Fossil fuel development can also contaminate drinking water,18 destroy habitats of threatened or endangered species,19
and jeopardize historic archeological sites.20 For example, during the Trump administration, BLM leased areas that required drilling through drinking water aquifers despite agency studies warning of contamination risk.21 Extraction can
also wreak havoc on the land, reducing biodiversity and populations of species already on the brink. In recent years,
courts have blocked federal leases that could destroy vital habitat for the sage grouse,22 criticizing BLM for failing to solicit appropriate public input and ignoring their mandate to consider environmental protection.23 Beyond these ecologi2

Recently-approved extraction in the Beaufort Sea, off the coast of Alaska, is expected to encroach on public lands that provide essential habitat for polar bears.

cal harms, oil and gas development in areas close to Native American tribal lands can adversely affect sacred sites. Chaco
Canyon, an area that encompasses the ancestral homeland of Secretary Haaland, has faced continuous threats from fossil
fuel extraction with more than 90% of lands in the region already subject to leases.24 And oil and gas extraction is increasingly being used for petrochemical production, driving up demand for plastics that are contaminating the oceans and
whose production produces air pollution.25
In the offshore context, continued drilling risks catastrophic spills like the 2010 Deepwater Horizon disaster in addition
to the more frequent smaller releases that happen on a regular basis.26 These spills threaten ecosystems, tourism, and the
fishing industry in communities along vast swaths of the U.S. coastline, prompting grassroots opposition to offshore leasing in hundreds of municipalities along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.27 Further development could lead to the emission
of billions of tons of greenhouse gases on top of these direct harms from drilling.28 But despite these risks, past administrations have repeatedly attempted to tap into offshore oil and gas reserves, while explicitly overlooking catastrophic
oil-spill risks.29

3.

Failure to Obtain Fair Market Value for Leasing and Extraction

When Interior issues a lease to an oil and gas developer, it is required by statute to obtain “fair market value” for selling
the right to mine these natural resources.30 Yet since 1987, when Congress last amended the law governing the leasing
process, nearly a third of public lands leased for oil and gas development have been leased for a total of $2.00 per acre or
less.31 These low prices shortchange taxpayers and allow companies to buy cheap leases in order to “resell the parcels at
profit or to pad their balance sheets with unexplored subsurface reserves.”32 The Trump administration accelerated many
of these practices despite an often poor market for fossil fuels.33
3

The bidding process itself has contributed to the federal government’s poor rate of return on public land leases. In the
past, BLM has allowed companies to informally nominate any public lands for leasing through “expressions of interest”
and has rejected few of these suggested parcels.34 This is despite the fact that BLM has discretion to reject such nominations35 as well as to conduct a more formal process that allows bidding only on lands BLM identifies as suitable for leasing.36 In the last decade, the informal bidding process resulted in huge swaths of land available for leasing with only about
a quarter receiving any bids at all.37 As a result, millions of acres were leased noncompetitively for no fee.38
Fossil fuel companies have also been able to stockpile thousands of leases, which allows them to maintain control of the
land and prevents Interior from setting aside parcels for other uses.39 There are currently over 26 million acres of federal
onshore land under lease as of fiscal year 2020, but only about 12.7 million acres are in production.40 This pattern has held
for years, with the federal government continuing to lease substantial amounts of land despite the fact that roughly half of
the onshore land that has already been leased is not actually under development.41 This deprives the public of the use of
the land for other purposes, while giving developers the option to sit on the land and drill when economic conditions are
more favorable.42 For offshore lands, the percentage of non-producing leases is even higher.43 Furthermore, many leases
never go into production. In the last decade, leases for more than 20 million onshore acres were relinquished or expired
without any oil and gas activity.44 Another 10% of federal leases are currently held in suspension, totaling 3.25 million
acres with no royalties or rental fees.45

Most Federal Leases Are Not Producing
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48%
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Offshore

80%

52%

Producing Acreage
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Onshore figures are from BLM, Oil and Gas Statistics, Table 1-10, https://www.blm.gov/programs-energy-and-minerals-oil-and-gas-oil-andgas-statistics. Offshore figures are from BOEM, Combined Leasing Report As of April 1, 2021, https://www.boem.gov/sites/default/files/
documents/regions/pacific-ocs-region/oil-gas/Lease%20stats%204-1-21.pdf.

Even once oil and gas development begins, lease holders are subject to a minimal royalty rate that does not give taxpayers a fair return. The federal government’s current royalty rate for onshore oil and gas leases is set at 12.5%, which has
not been updated in decades and is lower than the rate imposed by many western states.46 Similarly, the royalty rate for
offshore oil and gas leases in shallow waters is set at 12.5%, though the rate for deep-water leases is slightly higher at
18.75%.47 Noting the discrepancy between federal and state royalty rates for leasing, the Congressional Research Service
has recognized, “higher royalty rates would translate into relatively significant amounts of money that would go back to
the states.”48 Interior has also used its discretion at times to lower royalties even further, without accounting for the public
4

interest. For instance, BLM dropped the rate even lower for hundreds of leases in response to the Covid-19 pandemic
without verifying that relief was needed to keep wells operational.49 Additionally, royalty rates fail to account for externalities of fossil fuel development, whether from local environmental impacts, health threats, or climate change.50

B.

Potential Reforms on the Horizon

This section summarizes some of the key reforms that Interior may implement to the federal oil and gas program. With
President Biden targeting reforms to the program, agency leaders are now taking initial steps to implement key changes.
In Executive Order 14,008, Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad, President Biden called on Interior to undertake a “comprehensive review of Federal oil and gas permitting and leasing practices.”51 As part of that review, the
President asked Interior to “consider whether to adjust royalties” or “take other appropriate action [] to account for corresponding climate costs” from fossil-fuel extraction on public lands and waters.52 This Executive Order also requested
that Interior “increase renewable energy production” on public lands and waters, “with the goal of doubling offshore
wind by 2030.”53
With Secretary Haaland at the helm, and the agency’s leadership teams beginning to take shape, Interior is now moving
ahead on these priorities. Pursuant to the President’s order, the agency paused all upcoming oil and gas lease sales pending its programmatic review54—although that pause has now been enjoined by a federal district court.55 Interior has also
delayed implementation and taken steps to reverse some Trump administration regulations and policies, such as a rule
from the Office of Natural Resources Revenue that would effectively reduce natural resource royalty rates by revising
valuation methodologies.56 And in recent months, BOEM has jumpstarted the process to approve offshore wind energy
projects in the Atlantic Ocean57 and relaxed permitting standards for offshore wind.58
Meanwhile, Interior leadership has taken initial steps toward broader programmatic reforms. In late March, agency leaders convened a public forum on the federal oil and gas program in which they solicited feedback from a range of key
stakeholders. Interior plans to issue a report in the summer with initial findings.59 Agency leadership has signaled a desire
to pursue wide-ranging reforms on multiple fronts, including land management, environmental mitigation, and lease
terms.
On the land-management front, Interior has signaled an interest in curtailing new fossil-fuel leasing for public lands
and waters, and prioritizing beneficial uses such as conservation and renewable-energy generation.60 BLM can do so by
revising Resource Management Plans to curtail leasing and development, and BOEM can develop a new five-year plan
that prioritizes conservation and minimizes leasing. Both agencies should also consider additional mechanisms such
as tightening standards for lease suspensions61 and furthering efforts to improve timely permitting of renewable energy
development.62
Interior can also require additional environmental mitigation for fossil fuel extraction that does occur. On the regulatory
front, President Biden has asked Interior to revisit numerous Trump-era regulations that rescinded key environmental
protections on federal onshore and offshore extraction,63 including protections aimed at reducing methane leaking and
flaring,64 limiting groundwater contamination from hydraulic fracturing,65 and taking precautions against the risk of catastrophic oil spills from offshore drilling.66 Interior could also impose greenhouse gas offset requirements at the permitting or leasing stage as a form of compensatory mitigation67—as the agency suggested when it evaluated reforms to the
coal leasing program under the Obama administration.68

5

In addition to these initiatives, Interior should look to implement various reforms to lease terms. Pursuant to President
Biden’s directive, Interior should revisit and increase royalty fees on both onshore and offshore extraction.69 The agency
should consider a “carbon adder,” which imposes the estimated damage cost from greenhouse gas emissions onto producers as part of the royalty (or as a form of compensatory mitigation70). Additional lease terms such as minimum bids,
rental fees, and bonding requirements should also be revised to increase government revenue and incentivize producers
to take proper precaution and reduce speculation.71

6

Bottom Line: Robust and transparent assessment of the impacts of key reforms can not
only help Interior shape its policy choices, but also provide crucial analytical support that
will help those reforms survive judicial review and rollback attempts by future presidential
administrations.

II. The Importance of Robust Analysis

T

his section provides an overview of the major laws that govern federal public lands and examines how robust
analysis can ensure that Interior adequately justifies any reforms that it pursues.

Congress passed three primary statutes granting BLM and BOEM authority to manage onshore and offshore
oil and gas leasing. There are two primary onshore leasing statutes: the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (“MLA”),72 and the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (“FLPMA”).73 Offshore leases are subject to the Outer Continental
Shelf Lands Act (“OCSLA”), passed in 1953.74 These statutes all grant Interior broad authority to manage public lands
and waters for the public interest, requiring rational balancing of competing uses.
The provisions in FLPMA are intended to work in tandem with those in the MLA. FLPMA provides BLM with an overarching framework for managing federal lands “on the basis of multiple use and sustained yield unless otherwise specified
by law.”75 These multiple uses include “recreation, range, timber, minerals, watershed, wildlife and fish, and natural scenic,
scientific and historical values,” though the statute specifies that potential uses are not limited to these activities.76 Under
FLPMA, BLM must manage public land uses “in the combination that will best meet the present and future needs of the
American people,”77 when determining which lands should be available for leasing or devoted to another use.78 Once land
is made available for leasing, the MLA authorizes BLM “to promote the orderly development of the oil and gas deposits”
by granting leases on designated land parcels.79
OCSLA governs the development of fossil fuel resources in the Outer Continental Shelf.80 The statute requires BOEM to
balance the production of oil and gas with “protection of the human, marine, and coastal environments.”81 Like FLMPA,
OCSLA provides for a multistage planning process that determines which lands will be subject to potential leasing.82
BOEM is required to consider the environmental risks of oil and gas development in offshore areas opened for oil and
gas extraction.83 Once an area is authorized for leasing, BOEM must ensure that drilling will not “be unduly harmful to
aquatic life in the area, result in pollution, create hazardous or unsafe conditions, unreasonably interfere with other uses
of the area, or disturb any site, structure, or object of historical or archeological significance.”84
Rational assessment and balancing of positive and adverse impacts can ensure that BLM and BOEM comply with these
statutory mandates to consider the environmental impacts of land use plans and oil and gas development. For example,
under FLPMA, BLM is required to “weigh long-term benefits to the public against short-term benefits” when formulating regional management plans.85 Similarly, before any land can be subject to withdrawal from development, OCSLA
stipulates that BOEM must weigh the “economic, social, and environmental values of the renewable and nonrenewable
resources contained in the outer Continental Shelf, and the potential impact of oil and gas exploration on other resource
values of the outer Continental Shelf and the marine, coastal, and human environments.”86 This law further requires
“proper balance between the potential for environmental damage, the potential for the discovery of oil and gas, and the
potential for adverse impact on the coastal zone.”87
7

Many of BLM and BOEM’s actions, such as land use plans and leasing decisions, are also subject to the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”). BLM and BOEM must comply with NEPA’s requirements at all stages of land use management, whether issuing regional plans on multi-year timescales,88 deciding to lease certain areas,89 or granting site-specific
drill permits.90 NEPA stipulates that federal agencies should undertake an assessment of the environmental impacts of
major federal actions to ensure that “environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate consideration in decisionmaking along with economic and technical considerations.”91 Like the land-use planning statutes discussed above,
NEPA also requires Interior to carefully assess and weigh project impacts. While NEPA does not require a formal costbenefit analysis,92 in assessing whether an agency fulfilled its obligation to prepare a “detailed statement” on the “environmental amenities” of its chosen policy as well as the “economic and technical considerations,” courts have recognized
that the statute effectively requires agencies to balance positive and adverse impacts.93
Prior BLM and BOEM planning and leasing activities have faced repeated challenges for not rationally weighing the pros
and cons as NEPA requires.94 Interior’s limited treatment of greenhouse gas emissions has drawn particular scrutiny in
recent years. In one case, for example, the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado enjoined drilling exploration
when BLM failed to adequately assess the impact of greenhouse gas emissions from the activities.95 In another, the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit enjoined a BOEM offshore drilling and production facility along the coast of
Alaska after the agency severely undercounted resulting greenhouse gas emissions.96 And in yet another, the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia held that BLM violated NEPA by failing to quantify either drilling-related or downstream greenhouse gas emissions and not taking a hard look at their environmental impact.97
Other rulings against Interior subagencies have emphasized the importance of applying consistent methods in analyzing
the beneficial versus adverse effects of agency action.98 These cases and others underscore the importance of applying a
consistent approach that rationally weighs the societal gains from drilling against the environmental harms using quantified metrics.
Cost-benefit analysis is one way Interior can ensure that it rationally weighs the impacts of its programs and determinations, akin to the analyses that agencies traditionally perform for major rulemakings under Executive Order 12,866.
Although executive precedent requires cost-benefit analysis only in the rulemaking context, the tool can also be very
useful under NEPA, in land management plans, and in other decisiomaking proceedings. In fact, BOEM has conducted
cost-benefit assessments of recent five-year planning processes to better assess the impact of leasing activities.99 While
those cost-benefit assessments certainly should be improved to more accurately and completely account for key environmental impacts, BOEM’s use of the tool demonstrates the value and applicability of cost-benefit analysis to a variety of
Interior policy decisions.
Beyond complying with the statutory mandates of NEPA, FLPMA, MLA
and OCSLA, strong assessments of regulatory impacts can both justify
breaks from prior policy and insulate planning and land-use decisions
from later reversal by a future administration.100 In promulgating federal
policies, agencies are expected to consider important evidence and make
reasoned decisions.101 When an agency changes its position on an issue, it
must “at least ‘display awareness that it is changing position’ and ‘show that
there are good reasons for the new policy.’”102 A more robust factual record
supporting an original decision can make it more difficult for an agency
to reverse those policies in the future, for as the Supreme Court has made
clear, “when an agency seeks to disregard facts underlying a prior rule, it
8

Beyond complying with the
statutory mandates of NEPA,
FLPMA, MLA and OCSLA,
strong assessments of
regulatory impacts can both
justify breaks from prior
policy and insulate planning
and land-use decisions from
later reversal by a future
administration.

must provide a more detailed justification than it would for a new policy.”103 For this same reason, robust analysis can be
crucial for an agency seeking to justify a break from prior policy, such as Interior’s upcoming reforms.
One of the major reasons the Trump administration had so much difficulty implementing its deregulatory agenda was
its frequent failure to provide reasoned explanations for deviating from the strong cost-benefit analyses that justified
the prior administrative determinations.104 For instance, when the Trump administration tried to reverse an Obama-era
rule limiting methane leakage and flaring from oil and gas drilling, a federal court found Interior had acted arbitrarily by
changing the cost-benefit numbers to consider only domestic (and not global) impacts from climate change.105 By investing the resources to develop high-quality assessments of the benefits and costs of planning and leasing decisions, Interior
can significantly reduce the risk that a future administration will be able to disregard policies that have substantial benefits for the environment and public health.
BLM and BOEM should thus consider incorporating cost-benefit analysis that fully accounts for the health and environmental benefits of their land-use decisions to ensure that any future attempts to undo these policies will have to contend
with a detailed factual justification for these policies. But even without a full cost-benefit analysis, robust assessment and
balancing of positive and adverse impacts can strongly support Interior’s planned reforms and make them resistant to
future alterations that irrationally ignore their important benefits.
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III. Assessing the Environmental and Economic
Effects of Reform

T

his section offers a variety of suggestions on how Interior can better assess and convey the beneficial and potentially adverse impacts of programmatic reforms. As discussed above, robust and balanced analysis can provide
critical support to any reforms that Interior pursues.

The section begins by offering suggestions to Interior on assessing the system-wide impacts of any reforms, including
leakage and substitution. Analysis of the market impacts of any reform is important for assessing the aggregate environmental and economic impacts of those reforms on a market- and economy-wide level. Yet previous Interior analyses have
used a flawed analytical model that inappropriately minimized environmental impacts, while often failing to apply that
same model to assess economic impacts. This section provides guidance to Interior on how to improve upon its model
to support planned reforms.
There are various additional tools that Interior should consider to inform its analysis of the benefits of programmatic reform. For one, after Interior estimates the net greenhouse gas emission reductions from any reforms, it should assess the
societal impacts of those benefits using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, which captures the benefits of incremental
reductions in climate pollution in dollar-value terms. Moreover, Interior can make better use of option value—that is, the
informational value of delay—to inform its analysis of curtailing leasing, particularly in environmentally sensitive areas.
With an improved substitution model, Interior should also be able to estimate the aggregate economic impacts that it has
largely avoided in the past. For instance, the agency can assess the impacts of policy changes on oil and gas prices, along
with total supply, output, and government revenue. While the localized analyses that Interior has traditionally conducted
do not take account of aggregate economic impacts, they can inform Interior’s assessment of the distributional impacts
of programmatic changes and efforts to direct resources to affected communities.

A.

Interior Should Revise Its Substitution Model to Better Capture 		
Market-Wide Environmental and Economic Impacts
Bottom Line: An energy substitution model can assess how Interior’s decisions affect total
resource extraction, enabling the agency to project the greenhouse gas emissions reduced
from upcoming reforms.

An energy substitution model looks at how an increase or decrease in a particular energy supply affects market prices
and demand, thereby informing a robust and complete analysis of net environmental and economic impacts. Yet in
recent years, both BOEM and BLM have relied on a model developed by BOEM known as MarketSim, which applies
implausible inputs and produces unreliable results. Time and again, MarketSim has minimized or altogether eliminated
the climate impacts of major fossil-fuel extraction projects.
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Continued reliance on MarketSim is also legally questionable after the Ninth Circuit recently vacated BOEM’s approval
of an offshore oil plan due to the model’s failures.106 Accordingly, Interior should consider applying another model—the
National Energy Modeling System (“NEMS”), developed by the U.S. Energy Information Administration—that more
reliably captures market impacts, or else retooling MarketSim to correct for its myriad shortcomings. A robust and wellcrafted model such as NEMS, if properly calibrated and used, would allow Interior to reasonably estimate the aggregate
environmental and economic impacts of reforms.

1.

What Is an Energy Substitution Model?

As noted above, an energy substitution model attempts to capture the aggregate impacts of adding or removing an energy source on the market as a whole. Though simple in theory, energy substitution modeling can become complicated
in practice because of the need to account for cross-region and cross-source substitution impacts and the challenges of
forecasting long-term demand of various energy sources.
Substitution refers to the situation in which a reduction in energy supply from a particular market segment produces
an increase in energy supply from another market segment. For instance, fossil-fuel developers who are restricted from
extracting on public lands because of changes in federal land-management policies will likely seek to extract energy from
state or private lands instead. Due to the international and interconnected nature of the energy market, the economic
effects of substitution can spill into other countries or other energy sources. For instance, a reduction in fossil-fuel extraction on public lands is likely to cause an increase in renewable-energy generation to meet consumer demand.
Estimates of substitution have major implications for the projected environmental costs of an extraction project (or
benefits of curtailing extraction). If Interior assumes that substitution is perfect or near-perfect—meaning that an oil and
gas extraction project on federal lands is simply displacing oil and gas extraction that would occur elsewhere and produce identical quantities of oil and gas at identical prices—then it will conclude that extraction projects have few, if any,
climate costs relative to the no-action baseline—and, conversely, that reducing extraction will have minimal benefits.
As detailed below, many previous analyses from both BLM and BOEM have assumed perfect or near-perfect substitution, causing Interior to conclude that major leasing and extraction projects have minimal, zero, or even positive climate
impacts.
But in fact Interior’s decisions have significant effects on greenhouse gas emissions, because extraction on federal lands
often represents additional extraction that does not fully displace extraction that would have occurred elsewhere.107 The
explanation for this rests on basic supply-and-demand principles. Classical economics posits that the reason that energy
producers want to lease and extract from federal lands in the first place is that this is the cheapest option to supply the
energy demanded.108 If such leasing and extraction is made unavailable—or made more expensive through government
regulation—then producers must turn to a more expensive option for supplying the energy. As a result, prices rise and
thus demand and consumption falls109 as consumers, faced with higher energy prices, will take additional conservation
measures.110
Declining demand for oil and gas may also cause consumers to seek out cheaper sources of energy. For this reason, a decrease in oil and gas extraction on federal lands may lead to increased demand from a different energy source altogether.
Particularly over the medium- and long-term, a decrease in oil and gas extraction on federal land is likely to result in an
increase in energy conservation or use of cleaner energy sources like renewables, producing a steep decline in greenhouse
gas emissions. Recent evidence in fact demonstrates that renewables will substantially cut into the demand for fossil-fuel
electricity in the coming decades.111 The overall effect may vary with time, as the relative fuel mix of energy substitutes
in the market changes.
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Decreasing the supply of oil and gas should make renewable energy, including solar and wind, more competitive in the marketplace—hastening the growth of
these industries and the jobs that they provide.

Forecasting and balancing out all these various consequences requires a sophisticated model. If calibrated properly, an
energy substitution model could forecast how a certain reduction (or increase) in fossil-fuel supply affects the prices,
supply, and consumption of different energy sources over time.

2.

The Advantages of a Robust Energy Substitution Model: Showing the True Greenhouse Gas
Impacts of Overdue Reforms

There are strong legal reasons for agencies like Interior to develop and apply a robust energy substitution model. Beyond the practical usefulness of the model for projecting total greenhouse gas emissions, numerous courts have held
that NEPA requires federal agencies to assess both the direct and indirect greenhouse gases emissions of fossil fuel extraction.112 Energy substitution models can estimate a project’s total greenhouse gas emissions, including downstream
emissions. Downstream emissions refer to the emissions associated with energy combustion and end-use,113 and can
greatly exceed the emissions associated with production and distribution (known as “upstream emissions,” or “direct
emissions”).114
For instance, in a 2017 case, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit held that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) must assess the downstream emissions resulting from the approval of a natural-gas pipeline, as this is
a natural and foreseeable indirect effect that must be analyzed under NEPA.115 Likewise, in a 2011 case, the Ninth Circuit
held that the Surface Transportation Board must consider the indirect emissions from coal production from the construction of a coal railroad.116 Multiple cases against the Office of Surface Mining (an Interior subagency which regulates
coal extraction) have similarly held that the agency must consider indirect greenhouse gas emissions under NEPA.117
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But assessing downstream greenhouse gas emissions is challenging due to substitution effects. While some agencies have
assumed away downstream emissions altogether by assuming “perfect substitution” from alternative energy sources,
courts on numerous occasions have rejected this inference as irrational for the reasons discussed above.118 In 2017, the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit rejected a BLM analysis that assumed perfect substitution, finding the assumption “contrary to basic supply and demand principles.”119 Some agencies (including BLM in some recent analyses)
have also essentially assumed zero substitution by reporting downstream greenhouse gas emissions without accounting
for substitution effects.120 While assuming a “worst-case [emissions] scenario”121 through a zero-substitution assumption
may be legally prudent in the case of actions that increase extraction (and thus increase greenhouse gas emissions), it
could face additional scrutiny if used to justify actions that reduce extraction (and thus reduce greenhouse gas emissions), as it could inflate the benefits of such actions particularly if presented without proper context.
Use of an energy substitution model to project net emissions, if performed properly, provides the most accurate and
legally sound picture of the climate benefits of curtailing federal leasing and extraction. Several court cases recognize the
availability of energy substitution models and explain that agencies should make use of such models rather than relying on simplistic assumptions like perfect substitution.122 In one notable case, the Tenth Circuit pointed to “available
computer modeling” tools as a basis for rejecting BLM’s assumption of perfect substitution. In another, the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit sharply criticized the Surface Transportation Board for “illogical[ly]” concluding that
approving new railroad lines to Powder River Basin coal mines would not affect coal demand and consumption, and for
ignoring “widely used” models capable of forecasting such effects.123 And a federal district court rejected the State Department’s analysis of indirect emissions from the Keystone Pipeline after the agency disregarded recent market developments that would affect its substitution analysis.124
An energy substitution model is also key for assessing the impacts of policies that indirectly curtail fossil-fuel extraction,
such as higher royalties. A well-designed model could assess how the increased royalty rate’s effect on production costs
would translate into reduced extraction and fossil-fuel emissions. Without such a model, projecting the impacts of royalty and other financial reforms is very difficult. For instance, under the Trump administration, an Interior regulation that
effectively lowered the royalty rate cited increased production as a goal of the rule, yet assumed no production changes
in its regulatory impact analysis.125
A robust energy substitution model would also enable Interior to more carefully and holistically assess the economic
effects of any reform. As discussed above, an energy substitution model enables an agency to estimate impacts on total
energy supply, consumption, and prices, along with the regional mix between different energy sources. For a determination that reduces energy extraction and may cause some adverse economic impacts, such an analysis could be important
to consider and contextualize the project’s economic impacts. Particularly to the extent that an agency conducts a formal
cost-benefit analysis of its policies, including for rulemakings pursuant to Executive Order 12,866,126 such outputs are
critical for analyzing total regulatory cost.127
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3.

Key Problems with Interior’s Existing Model Minimize (or Sometimes Entirely Negate) 		
Greenhouse Gas Effects

Interior uses a model known as MarketSim to assess energy substitution and downstream greenhouse gas emissions.128
Most significantly, BOEM (which developed the model) used MarketSim to project net lifecycle emissions from its
2017-2022 five-year plan.129 And although BLM frequently disregarded downstream emissions130 until that practice was
judicially rebuked just a few years ago,131 it has assessed downstream emissions in recent years and applied MarketSim as
part of that assessment for some resource management132 and fossil-fuel development plans.133

Analyses relying on
MarketSim have tended to
show unrealistically high levels
of substitution, resulting in
very low estimates of net
downstream emissions from
fossil fuel extraction.

But analyses relying on MarketSim have tended to show unrealistically
high levels of substitution, resulting in very low estimates of net downstream emissions from fossil fuel extraction. In general, Interior analyses
applying MarketSim have found extremely high substitution (approximately 95%) from fossil fuel projects.134 As a result, these analyses have
found that fossil fuel extraction on federal lands has few environmental
costs. In fact, BOEM’s analysis of its 2017-2022 leasing plan concluded
that offshore leasing during those years, on net, would decrease global
greenhouse gas emissions because it only modestly increased total extraction while displacing production in areas that would have yielded greater emissions to transport the energy to its end
destination.135
But such substitution estimates are very likely exaggerated. While research finds some substitution from extraction on
federal lands, there is little justification for rates of 95%. Instead, analyses tends to converge on substitution and leakage
rates of around 50%. One recent study, for instance, used existing elasticity estimates in the literature to estimate total
leakage rates for federal oil and gas of 53–74%.136 Another recent estimate, also based on existing demand elasticities and
assuming a business-as-usual reference case, found that substitution of federal oil production was only 39%—meaning
that more half of the decline in federal extraction would not be offset by increased extraction on other lands.137 Another
study identified leakage rates for the oil market of 55%.138 Given MarketSim’s extraordinarily high substitution and leakage rates, if it continues to use the model in its current form, Interior will incorrectly conclude that restricting fossil-fuel
extraction on public lands will have a fairly minor effect.
Several critical errors in MarketSim produce this vast underestimate of greenhouse gas impacts. First, as the Ninth Circuit
recently held, the model irrationally omits impacts on foreign oil demand from domestic oil production.139 In that case,
Center for Biological Diversity v. BOEM, the Ninth Circuit considered BOEM’s approval of the Liberty Project, a major
extraction project in the Beaufort Sea off of Northern Alaska. In the project’s environmental impact statement, BOEM
concluded that the proposal would produce over 64 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents while substitute
energy production under the no-action alternative would result in nearly 90 million metric tons. In other words, BOEM
concluded that this extraction project would result in a reduction of total greenhouse gas emissions by over 25 million
metric tons.140 As the Court explained, BOEM reached this conclusion after MarketSim found that “the oil substituted
for the oil not produced at Liberty will come from places with comparatively weaker environmental protection standards
associated with exploration and development of the imported product and increased emissions from transportation.”141
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But as the Ninth Circuit held, BOEM was only able to reach this “counterintuitive result by omitting a key variable in its
analysis: foreign oil consumption.”142 Specifically, the Court explained, MarketSim “fail[s] to include emissions estimates
resulting from foreign oil consumption” and thereby irrationally “assumes that foreign oil consumption will remain static” when domestic production increases.143 As the Court explained, this ignores the global nature of the energy market
and violates “basic economics principles” about supply and demand. In reality, because increased domestic production
causes global energy prices to decline, it increases foreign demand and thus causes “foreign consumers [to] buy and
consume more oil.”144
Because increased “[e]missions resulting from the foreign consumption of oil are surely a ‘reasonably foreseeable’ indirect effect of drilling at Liberty,” the Court held that BOEM’s failure to consider this critical substitution effect was
“insufficient to satisfy NEPA’s requirements.”145 The Court pointed to “credible scientific evidence” demonstrating that
“domestic consumption impacts foreign oil consumption, and increases in foreign oil consumption can be translated into
estimates of greenhouse gas emissions,” including one study “conclud[ing] that developing the [project] would cause an
increase in global oil consumption ten times greater than the increase in domestic consumption forecasted by BOEM.”146
In short, the Court found that MarketSim’s disregard for impacts on foreign oil consumption caused a gross underestimate of net downstream greenhouse gas emissions.
While the Ninth Circuit focused on MarketSim’s disregard for foreign market impacts, the model suffers other flaws that
also cause it to further underestimate greenhouse gas impacts. Perhaps most notably, the model unreasonably assumes
near constant domestic demand for oil and gas for up to 70 years into the future, with limited growth in demand for
renewable energy.147 But the main predicate behind this assumption—that there will be no “future changes in laws and
policies” that affect energy demand—is simply unreasonable given the realities of climate change.148 As international
commitments and growing state-level legislation demonstrate, domestic demand for fossil-fuel energy is highly likely to
decrease over the long-term and be replaced by cleaner energy sources.
Interior has even acknowledged this effect in the past, yet refuses to incorporate it into MarketSim. For instance, Interior
has previously stated that “[a]s countries, including the U.S., address climate change with individual policy targets, this
assumption [of very high substitution] could no longer hold,” and that “as new energy sources become more economically feasible, they could displace existing sources.”149 For this reason, BLM has called its assumed energy trajectory a
“worst-case scenario outcome” that incorporates a “maximum emissions” baseline.150 Interior should not assume an outlier (if not completely implausible) scenario that, in effect, minimizes the net emissions from increasing—and the net
emissions benefits from reducing—federal leasing and extraction.
Additionally, MarketSim suffers from various more technical, but also significant, errors that likely contribute to its minimization of substitution rates. For instance, the model does not currently incorporate a broad range of expert opinions in
developing its parameters, as several parameters rely on the opinion of a single expert.151 While use of expert elicitation is
acceptable when estimates are unavailable in the literature, expert elicitations should not rely on a single expert.152 Additionally, many of MarketSim’s elasticities are out of date, not grounded in the literature, or based on inconsistent sources.
For instance, the model assumes equality between onshore and offshore supply elasticities for the lower 48 states, and
uses two-decade-old supply elasticities for the lower 48 states.153 At this point, even the model’s most recent estimates are
seven years old,154 whereas newer estimates are available in the literature.155
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4.

Using NEMS, or Fixing MarketSim, to Reliably Assess Substitution and Reveal Climate Impacts

Particularly given the recent Ninth Circuit decision in Center for Biological Diversity, any future determinations making
use of MarketSim in its current form are legally precarious. Additionally, because the model exaggerates substitution
effects, does not sufficiently account for the long-term trajectory of renewables, and includes outdated elasticities and
other modeling limitations, it produces unreliable results and is bound to underestimate the effects of any reform. While
Interior could revise MarketSim to correct its flaws, it may be easier and more legally sound for the agency to replace
MarketSim with another model, known the National Energy Modeling System (“NEMS”), which was developed by the
U.S. Energy Information Administration and is widely applied by government and independent forecasters. Or, alternatively, Interior could make use of another available energy market model.
NEMS is an “energy-economy modeling system” that “projects the production, imports, conversion, consumption, and
prices of energy, subject to assumptions on macroeconomic and financial factors, world energy markets, resource availability and costs, behavioral and technological choice criteria, cost and performance characteristics of energy technologies, and demographics.”156 The model can be used “to project the impact that energy, economic, environmental, and security factors can have on the U.S. energy system as a result of alternative energy policies and different assumptions about
energy markets,” providing “a consistent framework . . . to examine the impact of new energy programs and policies.”157
NEMS’s projections extend through 2050158 and encompass both the net economic and environmental impacts of proposed policies, assessing impacts across energy sources and geographic regions. As the Energy Information Administration explains, NEMS “accounts for all combustion-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, as well as emissions of sulfur
dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides (NOX), and mercury from the electricity generation sector,” and “also accounts for CO2
resulting from non-combustion uses of fossil fuel inputs.”159 In addition to its regular use by the Energy Information Administration for developing regular forecasts of the energy market, NEMS has also been applied by the U.S. Congress,160
other federal agencies such as the Surface Transportation Board, and various academic and non-governmental organizations.161 In fact, MarketSim is calibrated to the supply and demand projections from NEMS, indicating Interior’s
endorsement of the model.162
Although it is not possible to know what results NEMS will generate without actually running the model, it is likely that
the model, if calibrated carefully, will avoid the key problems with MarketSim. With regard to foreign oil demand, for
instance, NEMS features an International Energy Module that “generates a worldwide liquids supply-demand balance
with regional detail” based on changes in domestic policy, enabling a worldwide estimate of “end-use consumption for
each service and fuel type.”163 Unlike the current version of MarketSim, in other words, NEMS is designed to measure
global impacts on energy demand and consumption, avoiding the key problem that the Ninth Circuit recognized in striking down BOEM’s assessment of the Liberty Project.164
NEMS can also be calibrated to avoid MarketSim’s problem of assuming constant market demand over the coming decades, although this requires careful consideration. The NEMS reference case “generally assumes that current laws and
regulations that affect the energy sector, including laws that have end dates, remain unchanged throughout the projection
period”165 and has been criticized for understating the long-term growth of renewable energy.166 Thus, relying merely on
the NEMS reference case will replicate MarketSim’s error of assuming near-constant fossil-fuel demand over the longterm.
But this hurdle can be overcome. In addition to its reference case, NEMS features 24 additional cases reflecting a range
of assumptions about economic growth, oil prices, resource availability, policy development, and technological progress.167 While Interior could present the results from various cases to show a range of plausible outcomes under different
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assumptions,168 it may instead wish to solicit opinion from a range of experts on the most likely trajectory, and weight the
results of different NEMS cases accordingly.169 In fact, the National Academies of Sciences has suggested that agencies
conduct “expert elicitation of future emission projections” given the uncertainty of long-term energy policies,170 suggesting that Interior too may wish to conduct expert elicitation to assess the likelihood of different baseline scenarios for its
substitution analysis. Because NEMS features a wide range of cases that assume different future trajectories, it enables
Interior to consider a range of more likely trajectories and avoid MarketSim’s problem of assuming the unlikely scenario
that fossil-fuel demand will remain constant for decades into the future.
Beyond its analytical rigor and ability to assess a wide range of policies under different assumptions, there are also legal
and practical advantages to applying NEMS. For one, whereas MarketSim has been criticized by the Ninth Circuit, the
Eighth Circuit approved of the Surface Transportation Board’s use of NEMS to assess the market and environmental
impacts from construction of a coal railroad.171 Whereas the Eighth Circuit had previously remanded the Board’s determination to approve the railroad after the agency failed to assess “‘the reasonably foreseeable increase in coal consumption’ expected from the project due to the availability of cheaper and easier distribution of . . . coal,”172 the Court now
approved of the Board’s use of NEMS on remand to assess those market impacts, recognizing that the NEMS model
enabled the Board to reasonably assess “the potential impacts on air quality that may result from the implementation of
the project.”173 Although this decision does not insulate future uses of NEMS from legal challenges, it provides helpful
legal precedent.
Furthermore, because NEMS is developed by the Energy Information Administration—an agency within the Department of Energy whose mission is to produce independent analysis and forecasts174—it may be seen by courts as more
reliable than any forecast developed by Interior. Accordingly, if Interior begins applying NEMS to assess energy substitution, potential attempts by future administrations to reconsider those substitution analyses by applying a different
methodology may be viewed skeptically by courts. And because NEMS is publicly available and has already been used by
several other federal agencies and departments, use of the model by Interior would provide some degree of consistency
with other agencies that engage in substitution analysis.
While using NEMS appears to be the best option, it is not without chalBecause NEMS is developed
lenges. For one, as the agency already has with MarketSim, Interior may
by the Energy Information
need to adjust the NEMS baseline in certain scenarios to reflect the
Administration—an agency
current state of the agency’s leasing and planning decisions.175 Perhaps
within the Department of
more significantly, while NEMS’s current structure would easily allow
Energy whose mission is to
Interior to model a contraction (or expansion) of capacity—such as the
produce independent analysis
impacts of revising resource management plans to curtail fossil-fuel leasand forecasts—it may be
ing—the tool cannot currently model changes to leasing policies (such
as royalty rates) because it does not differentiate between federal and
seen by courts as more
private lands. Ideally, Interior could work with the EIA to tailor NEMS
reliable than any forecast
to meet the agency’s needs. If this is not feasible, Interior could potendeveloped by Interior.
tially expand NEMS on its own, and in the meantime use the model only
for determinations that directly affect capacity. Alternatively, Interior could make use of another energy-market model,
such as the Environmental Protection Agency’s Integrated Planning Model or Resources for the Future’s model, E4ST
(among other available models).
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If Interior cannot make NEMS fit its needs—or deems NEMS and other available models unsuitable to its purposes
for other reasons—it could alternatively work to correct MarketSim to fix its various flaws. To correct the issue that the
Ninth Circuit identified, Interior should revise the model to directly analyze impacts on foreign emissions. As the Ninth
Circuit explained, there is ample scientific evidence that could inform this analysis.176 In fact, BOEM has previously
acknowledged that MarketSim actually can “estimate a foreign reduction in consumption . . . for oil,” but ultimately disregards those impacts due to uncertainty.177 For example, according to BOEM’s runs of MarketSim in the context of its
offshore oil and gas leasing program, in the mid-price scenario, taking 8 billion barrels of U.S. oil production off the global
market would result in a reduction in foreign oil consumption of approximately 4 billion barrels of oil.178 This finding suggests that curtailing domestic offshore oil production will reduce total foreign consumption by approximately 50% of the
curtailed amount—a finding corroborated by external analyses applying similar assumptions179 and broadly consistent
with independent estimates of energy substitution.180
If Interior chooses to revise MarketSim, it should also attempt to correct its other flaws. For instance, a revised model
should also account for the likelihood that fossil-fuel demand will decline over the long term from efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Although MarketSim is currently calibrated to the NEMS reference case,181 as discussed above
that case does not forecast long-term policy trends and thus does not represent a likely baseline. If Interior continues
to use MarketSim, therefore, it may wish to elicit estimates from a range of experts on the most likely NEMS case and
probabilistically weight those scenarios accordingly.182 If Interior revises MarketSim, it could also fix additional problems
with the model. For instance, the agency could solve the model’s problem of relying on a single expert for many parameters by developing a range of possible estimates for key parameters by surveying multiple experts.183 Interior may also
wish to revise the model’s elasticities to ensure currency and consistency, given that many of MarketSim’s elasticities are
inconsistent and outdated.184
Of course, like with all of the suggestions in this report, Interior could choose to implement methodological reforms
piecemeal as they become available, without substantially delaying overdue reforms. For instance, Interior could begin
to use NEMS in the relatively near-term future for leasing and planning determinations, whereas longer-term modeling
modifications may be necessary to assess the impacts of reforming leasing policies. If Interior continues to use MarketSim—either on a temporary or permanent basis—it could also revise that model in stages, beginning with modelling
foreign demand (which the model already has the capacity to estimate) before proceeding to more fundamental reforms
like model elasticities and parameters. In that case, Interior should acknowledge the limitations of the model, consider
sensitivity analysis if possible, and recognize qualitatively that the model likely represents an underestimate of substitution. To the extent practicable, Interior could revisit and revise certain reforms as its methodologies develop. For instance, if Interior reforms royalty rates to account for net downstream greenhouse gas emissions—an option discussed
further below—it could start by relying on current leakage estimates and then adjust rates in the future when more accurate leakage estimates become available.
In short, Interior should strongly consider replacing MarketSim with NEMS, which offers a variety of technical, practical, and legal advantages and can, if carefully calibrated, provide a more robust and accurate analysis of substitution effects. If Interior continues to rely on MarketSim for substitution analysis, it should make holistic modeling updates to
correct the model’s myriad flaws.
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5.

Applying an Energy Substitution Model Consistently to Both Environmental and 			
Economic Impacts

In addition to the technical and modeling limitations of MarketSim, Interior (particularly BLM) has sometimes made
critical errors by applying the model inconsistently. While concluding that most emissions of greenhouse gases would
occur regardless of federal policies due to substitute oil and gas production, the agency has simultaneously attributed all
of the positive economic impacts from federal extraction to its policies without analyzing the possibility of substitution
effects that would diminish net economic benefits.
To provide just one example, consider BLM’s final analysis of the Willow Master Development Plan from December
2020. Due to the problems with MarketSim discussed above, BLM concluded that roughly 97% of the fossil fuel extracted under that project was replacing other sources of fossil-fuel extraction that would occur under the no-action alternative.185 Thus, according to the agency, just a small percentage of the project’s gross greenhouse gas emissions represented
surplus emissions that would not have occurred under the no-action alternative.186 Yet when assessing economic impacts,
BLM simply provided gross dollar-figure projections of revenue and royalties without attempting to assess how much
these represented additional revenues beyond what would occur under the no-action alternative.187
Of course, if the vast majority of the Willow Project’s extraction were in fact substituting for other energy extraction projects on federal, state, and private lands, then the economy would still reap many of the supposed economic effects from
the plan such as tax revenues, employment income, and royalties. While the distribution of these benefits would be different under the leasing and no-leasing alternatives, as a federal agency, Interior should take a broad perspective and consider net effects in addition to regional distributional impacts. By disregarding substitution effects in assessing economic
impacts, Interior thus provides a lopsided account of the environmental and economic effects—an inconsistency that
can render an analysis arbitrary and capricious.188 Proper use of a robust substitution model can correct this imbalance.

B.

Interior Should Apply the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases to Assess
the Impacts of Greenhouse Gas Emission Reductions
Bottom Line: The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases captures the real-world benefits of
reducing planet-warming emissions, enabling Interior to quantify the extent to which its
upcoming actions will mitigate climate change effects.

Once Interior reliably estimates the greenhouse gas emissions reductions from any reform, the agency should then contextualize and assess the significance of those emissions using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases. The Social Cost of
Greenhouse Gases is a tool developed by a federal interagency working group to assess the climate-change impacts of
agency action. Assessing the actual impacts of their actions on climate change “facilitates sound decision-making, recognizes the breadth of climate impacts, and supports the international leadership of the United States on climate issues.”189
While Interior has mostly neglected the tool in recent years outside the rulemaking context, it has signaled a new openness to using the tool more broadly under the Biden administration.
This section provides a brief overview of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, including its past use by Interior agencies.
It then offers a legal case for how the methodology can support analyses underlying key reforms. The section closes by
rebutting arguments that Interior offered under the Trump administration for why it should not apply the Social Cost of
Greenhouse Gases in NEPA reviews, providing a roadmap that the agency can now use to justify a reversal.
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1.

The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases: A Tool to Assess the Economic and Welfare Benefits of
Emission Reductions

The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases measures, in dollar value terms, the climate consequences of a marginal ton of
greenhouse gas emissions or emissions reductions.190 The most widely used valuation of the Social Cost of Greenhouse
Gases was developed by the Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases (“Working Group”)—
a coordinated effort among twelve federal agencies and White House offices—through a transparent and rigorous process. It has been widely used by federal agencies, including sometimes Interior, to evaluate the significance of an action’s
or rule’s greenhouse gas emissions.
Beginning in 2009, the Working Group assembled experts from a dozen federal agencies and White House offices to
“estimate the monetized damages associated with an incremental increase in carbon emissions in a given year” based
on “assumptions that are grounded in the existing scientific and economic literature.”191 The Working Group’s methods
combined three frequently used models built to predict the economic costs of the physical impacts of each additional ton
of carbon dioxide.192 The models together incorporate a number of damage categories, such as impacts on agriculture and
forestry, coastal communities from sea-level rise, extreme weather events, vulnerable market sectors, human health, outdoor recreation and other non-market amenities, human settlements and ecosystems, and catastrophic events.193 Those
underlying models were the subject of extensive expertise and peer review: One of the models, DICE, was developed by
Nobel-prize winner William Nordhaus.
The Working Group’s estimates of the Social Cost of Carbon (i.e. carbon dioxide) were first issued in 2010 and have been
updated several times to reflect the latest scientific and economic data.194 Following the development of estimates for
carbon dioxide, the same basic methodology was used in 2016 to develop the Social Cost of Methane and Social Cost
of Nitrous Oxide—estimates that capture the distinct heating potential of those greenhouse gases.195 These additional
metrics used the same economic models, the same treatment of uncertainty, and the same methodological assumptions
that Working Group applied to the Social Cost of Carbon, and also underwent rigorous peer-review.196 Collectively,
these three metrics are known as the “Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases.”
The Working Group’s social-cost estimates have been widely endorsed by independent experts. For instance, the National Academies of Sciences has issued reports supporting the use of the Working Group’s estimates by federal agencies,
while recommending future improvements.197 Leadings economists who specialize in climate economics have explained
that the Working Group’s estimates are the best numbers available.198 The Government Accountability Office published
a report touting the Working Group’s estimates as representing the best available science and economics on monetizing
climate damages.199 And the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has upheld agency reliance on these estimates.200
Despite the scientific, economic, and legal support for using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, Interior’s use of the
metric outside the rulemaking context has been limited. Until 2017, NEPA analyses from Interior agencies sometimes,
though inconsistently, incorporated the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases to evaluate the significance of the greenhouse
gas emissions associated with a project approval or lease sale. In a 2016 assessment of a lease sale, for instance, BOEM
explained that the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases methodology “is a useful measure” that enables the agency “to incorporate the social benefits of reducing carbon dioxide emissions into its decision-making.”201 BLM also applied the
Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases to assess the climate impacts of several lease sales.202 But use was far from uniform. In
its five-year leasing plan for 2017-2022, BOEM calculated climate damages using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases
yet presented those values in a separate report rather than incorporating them into its net-benefits analysis.203 For some
other planning and leasing decisions, Interior overlooked the tool entirely.204
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In March 2017, President Trump issued an executive order that disbanded the Working Group and withdrew its technical support documents as no longer representing government policy.205 In the ensuing years, Interior and other federal
agencies abandoned the use of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases for project-level assessments under NEPA, citing
the executive order, numerous technical objections to the social-cost metrics such as their alleged uncertainty, and the
supposedly limited need for monetization or balancing in NEPA reviews.206 Instead, Interior typically minimized climate
impacts by comparing a project’s emissions to far larger totals, such as total global or domestic greenhouse gas emissions,
and noting that the project’s emissions appear small by comparison.207 While Interior and other federal agencies continued to monetize greenhouse gas emissions in regulatory cost-benefit analysis, during the Trump administration they
substantially lowered the Working Group’s valuations in attempt to reflect only domestic impacts—once again minimizing climate impacts resulting from the agency’s decisions.208
From day one, the Biden administration has reversed the Trump administration’s actions on the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases and signaled an openness to use the metric broadly in agency decisionmaking, including project- or program-level NEPA assessments and other decisionmaking contexts. In one of his first executive orders, President Biden
reestablished the Working Group and called for it to provide estimates “monetizing the value of changes in greenhouse
gas emissions resulting from regulations and other relevant agency actions.”209 As called for in that Order, the Working
Group has since reconvened and released interim estimates of the social-cost metrics that readopt its prior valuations
from 2016 (adjusted for inflation), as conservative interim estimates.210 In doing so, the Working Group reaffirmed its
previous numbers as reflecting the best available science, though it acknowledged that these valuations “likely underestimate societal damages from [greenhouse gas] emissions” and began a process to update these valuations by January
2022.211
Under the current valuations, the central value of the social cost of carbon (using a 3% discount rate) is $51 for emissions
in the year 2020, which social-cost values incrementally rising over time as the baseline concentration of atmospheric
greenhouse gases increases.212 The central value of the social cost of methane emissions is $1,500 for emissions in the year
2020,213 while the social cost of nitrous oxide emissions is $18,000 for emissions in the year 2020.214
Social Cost Values (in 2020$ per metric ton of CO2, using central 3% discount rate)
Carbon Dioxide

Methane

Nitrous Oxide

2020

$51

$1,500

$18,000

2025

$56

$1,700

$21,000

2030

$62

$2,000

$23,000

2035

$67

$2,200

$25,000

2040

$73

$3,100

$28,000

2045

$79

$3,500

$30,000

2050

$85

$3,800

$33,000

While President Biden called on the Working Group to provide additional guidance by September 2021 on scope of
agency use of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases,215 the Working Group recently stated that agencies should apply the
social cost metrics to other relevant agency actions beyond regulations.216
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Interior has begun to follow suit. In a Secretarial Order published in April, Secretary Haaland recognized that the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases provides a “useful measure to assess the climate impacts of [greenhouse gas] emission
changes for Federal proposed actions, in addition to rulemakings,” emphasizing the tool as “essential . . . to quantify the
costs and benefits associated with a proposed action’s [greenhouse gas] emissions and relevant to the choice among different alternatives being considered.”217 While the Secretarial Order stopped short of requiring Interior agencies to use
the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases in all relevant NEPA assessments, it strongly endorsed the tool’s use.

2.

The Legal and Practical Advantages of Applying the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases 		
Compared to Alternative Assessment Approaches

Use of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases in all relevant analyses has numerous legal and practical advantages. First,
the tool enables Interior to saliently and meaningfully convey the significance of greenhouse gas impacts in a manner
that the agency’s previous methodologies do not. Second, the tool facilitates an apples-to-apples comparison with other
monetized impacts including economic effects. Third, the tool allows Interior to fulfill NEPA’s legal requirements to assess actual climate impacts. And fourth, application of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases is crucial for policies such as
a carbon adder that seek to internalize climate damages onto fossil-fuel producers.

Comparing a project’s
emissions to national or
global totals—as Interior
has frequently done in
the past—inappropriately
trivializes often substantial
climate impacts by
presenting them as small
fractions of much
larger totals.

Due to a phenomenon known as salience bias, the public and agency decisionmakers tend to focus more on information that is prominent or emotionally striking such as large monetary estimates while disregarding less
prominent information like generic descriptions of climate impacts or miniscule percentages of national or global totals.218 Interior’s prior preferred
method of comparing a project’s emissions to national or global totals is
particularly problematic on this front, as it inappropriately trivializes often
substantial climate impacts by presenting them as small fractions of much
larger totals.219 As one court recently explained, “[t]he global nature of climate change and greenhouse-gas emissions means that any single . . . project
likely will make up a negligible percent of state and nation-wide greenhouse
gas emissions.”220

The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases solves this problem by presenting climate damages in a manner that policymakers
and the public can readily understand. A recent NEPA assessment from Interior’s Office of Surface Mining (“OSM”)
illustrates this contrast. In that assessment, OSM deemed a proposal’s carbon dioxide emissions “minor” because they
equated to 0.44% of the annual global total.221 Yet application of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases would have revealed that the projected emissions from that proposal would cause roughly $8.8 billion in annual climate harm, which
is hardly a “small” figure.222 As this example illustrates, use of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases would vastly improve
upon Interior’s ability to contextualize the significance of greenhouse gas impacts.
The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases is also particularly valuable for agency decisionmaking because it facilitates an
even-handed comparison to a project’s economic impacts, which are also presented as dollar values. While NEPA does
not require a full and formal cost-benefit analysis, the law nonetheless “mandates a rather finely tuned and systematic
balancing analysis” of “environmental costs” against “economic and technical benefits.”223 By presenting climate change
impacts in dollars—the same unit of measurement as projected benefits such as revenues and payroll impacts—the
Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases facilitates this balancing. With upcoming programmatic reforms, for instance, Interior
could compare monetized climate benefits against potential economic harms. Such a comparison becomes difficult and
arbitrary if climate impacts are not presented in dollar figures, potentially affording a future administration broad latitude
to reverse key reforms.
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Not only is the need to apply the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases essentially undisputed in the context of regulatory
cost-benefit analysis,224 but courts have also frequently embraced the use of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases for
project-level determinations under NEPA for the various reasons discussed above. As the Ninth Circuit has held, merely
providing the tonnage of greenhouse gases emitted by a project and presenting that tonnage as a percentage of national
totals “does not evaluate the incremental impact that these emissions will have on climate change or on the environment
more generally” as NEPA requires.225 Rather, the “actual environmental effects” for NEPA purposes226 are the incremental climate impacts caused by those emissions. Because the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases methodology measures how
the emission of an additional unit of greenhouse gases incrementally contributes to a wide range of climate impacts,227
the tool fulfills the aims of NEPA.
Numerous other courts have rejected NEPA analyses that merely quantified emissions and compared them to larger
totals such as total national or domestic emissions.228 Interior agencies have been the defendants in several of these decisions, including two decisions from the U.S. District Court for the District of Montana against the Office of Surface Mining229 along with a recent decision from the Northern District of California against BLM.230 While some court decisions
have reached the opposite conclusion,231 failure to assess climate impacts using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases
at least invites legal risk. Notably, the Ninth Circuit decision discussed above came in the context of a regulation that
decreased total greenhouse gas emissions—demonstrating that application of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases is
equally valuable for assessing climate benefits as assessing climate costs.232
While important for all NEPA assessments and useful for any decision with significant climate implications, application
of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases is especially critical for any policies that directly internalize climate externalities
such as a carbon adder. As detailed later in this report, imposing a carbon adder would require Interior to calculate the
costs of greenhouse gases emissions, which necessitates monetizing emissions using available tools. The Social Cost of
Greenhouse Gases enables such a policy.

3.

Reconsidering Interior’s Bases for Rejecting the Social Cost Valuations for Project- or
Program-Level Determinations

While there are many good reasons to apply the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases in project- or program-level NEPA
reviews,233 Interior analyses in recent years have offered various reasons for rejecting the methodology. In future analysis
that apply the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, Interior should provide explanations justifying the change in position.234
This section offers suggestions for how Interior could disclaim several common rationales that it has offered in the recent
past for rejecting the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases. For further analysis rebutting these and other agency rationales
for declining to apply the social-cost valuations, please refer to a 2019 report from the Institute for Policy Integrity titled
Pipeline Approvals and Greenhouse Gas Emissions235 and a 2021 Policy Integrity report titled Playing with Fire: Responding
to Criticism of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases.236
The Relevance of the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases Is Not Limited to Rulemakings: In the past, Interior

has claimed that the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases is “intended to be used as part of an economic cost-benefit analysis
for proposed rules,” and thus is not appropriate for a NEPA analysis.237 But this statement was dubious at the time, and is
even less defensible now in light of recent developments. Although the Working Group’s estimates were originally published to help guide regulatory analyses, climate damages are the same whether the emissions result from a regulation
or a project. Recognizing its value, many federal and state agencies have used the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases in
environmental impact reviews238 and resource management decisions.239
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In any event, regardless of the veracity of Interior’s claim at the time, it is now clear that the Social Cost of Greenhouse
Gases applies beyond rulemaking and is also relevant for project-level analysis. As the Working Group recently explained,
agencies should apply the social-cost metrics to any relevant agency actions—not just regulations.240 This advice echoed
similar language in Executive Order 13,990, in which President Biden recognized that the Social Cost of Greenhouse
Gases could be useful for a wide range of agency processes including “decision-making, budgeting, and procurement.”241
In that Executive Order, President Biden called on the Working Group to provide additional guidance by September
2021 on the use of the social-cost metrics.242
Monetizing Climate Damages Is Appropriate and Useful Regardless of Whether Every Effect Can Be
Monetized in a Full Cost-Benefit Analysis: Interior has further claimed in the past that application of the Social

Cost of Greenhouse Gases is inappropriate and potentially misleading unless it is incorporated into a full cost-benefit
analysis, including an analysis of economic benefits or costs “as defined in economic theory.”243 This too was incorrect.
The fact that Interior does not monetize all effects does not mean that it should neglect monetizing other effects for
which methodologies are readily available.244 Indeed, NEPA regulations provide that an agency can consider quantified
costs and benefits alongside “unquantified . . . impacts, values, and amenities.”245 And Interior has historically included
monetized values of economic impacts such as royalties and revenues, without similar qualms. When monetized values
can help Interior contextualize and assess the significance of impacts—as the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases can for
climate impacts—monetization is a valuable tool whether or not the agency is conducting a broader cost-benefit analysis.
In any event, as detailed later in this report, Interior can improve future analyses by assessing the society-wide economic
costs of programmatic reforms, including reduced energy supply and decline in total surplus. An improved energy market model would better enable Interior to reliably assess these impacts. If Interior estimates total economic costs in
future assessments, then the factual predicate for this objection to the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases will cease to
apply. However, as detailed above, this argument against the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases is groundless regardless of
whether Interior bolsters its analysis of economic impacts.
The Uncertainty in the Social-Cost Valuations Is Manageable: Interior has also argued in the past that the Social

Cost of Greenhouse Gases is unreliable because it “and does not include all damages or benefits from carbon emissions”
and “is generated in a range.”246 Yet these rationales provide poor reasons to avoid the tool altogether.
First, the mere fact that there is some uncertainty in the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases valuations does not require
Interior to disregard the methodology entirely. To the contrary, courts have recognized that uncertainty alone is not a
basis to disregard needed analysis, as “[r]egulators by nature work under conditions of serious uncertainty.”247 While
“[a]gencies are often called upon to confront difficult administrative problems armed with imperfect data,” and “the
proper response to that problem is for the [agency] to do the best it can with the data it has.”248 Indeed, “it is entirely
proper[] and necessary” for an agency to make “educated predictions” under NEPA.249 For instance, BLM and BOEM
typically project economic impacts such as royalties and revenues even though these estimates, too, are subject to wide
uncertainty and rely on projections of such variable factors as energy prices and the state of interconnected global energy
markets.250 Applying the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases to assess climate impacts involves similar projection.
Interior’s critique also overstates the uncertainty in the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases. While the Working Group has
provided a range of social-cost valuations, it systemically evaluated uncertainty and provided estimates that represent
central damage values.251 Because of the simplicity provided by a single central value, agencies often prioritize the central
estimate when assessing climate impacts.252 Aside from the central value, the Working Group also provided a manageable
range of social-cost values depending on the discount rate.253 The fact that agencies routinely apply Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases for regulations belies the argument that the metric is too uncertain to aid administrative decisionmaking.
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Additionally, where this is some uncertainty in the social-cost values, this uncertainty tends to point toward higher damage estimates, and the Working Group’s current estimates are widely considered to be conservative underestimates that
omit many key categories of climate damages.254 For instance, the Working Group has explained that several of the underlying economic models omit certain major damage categories such as catastrophic damages and certain cross-regional
spillover effects.255 While the Working Group’s valuations also omit some positive impacts of greenhouse gas emissions,
evidence indicates that those impacts pale in comparison to the omitted damages, making the Working Group’s valuations almost certainly underestimates.256 Because the Working Group’s social-cost valuations rigorously account for uncertainty—and remaining uncertainty strongly suggests that those valuations are underestimates—the presence of some
uncertainty in the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases should not stop Interior from using the tool.
It Is Appropriate for Agencies to Consider Global Externalities: In its most recent five-year leasing plan, BOEM

claimed that fully incorporating the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases into its economic analysis was inappropriate because the tool measures climate impacts on a “global scale” and is not restricted to domestic impacts.257 But considering
only domestic climate impacts does not reflect international spillovers to the United States,258 U.S. benefits from foreign
reciprocal actions,259 or the extraterritorial interests of U.S. citizens, including financial interests,260 global commons,261
and altruism.262
For these myriad reasons, judicial precedent supports agency consideration of global climate impacts. in upholding reliance on the Working Group’s damage estimates, the Seventh Circuit deferred to the government’s judgment that because
greenhouse gases “affect[] the climate of the entire world . . . those global effects are an appropriate consideration.”263
Likewise, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California recently rejected a BLM analysis that relied on
the Trump administration’s domestic-only Social Cost of Methane valuation, concluding that “the appropriate context
for a nationwide rulemaking that contributes to a global problem is the world as a whole.”264 The National Academies of
Sciences has also concluded that social-cost valuations should include global damage estimates and not be limited to the
national scale.265 And other independent experts have concluded the same.266
President Biden’s recent executive order reestablishing the Working Group explained that it “is essential that agencies
capture the full costs of greenhouse gas emissions as accurately as possible, including by taking global damages into
account.”267 Moreover, President Biden recognized in the Executive Order that accounting for global damages “supports
the international leadership of the United States on climate issues,” as it properly recognizes climate change as a global
externality that affects all nations.268 Given that the president possesses unique “power to act in foreign affairs,”269 it is
particularly appropriate for agencies to follow the president’s directive and act to protect foreign nations from the harms
of domestic pollution.
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C.

Interior Should Account for the Benefits of Option Value, 			
Especially for Curtailing Leasing of Low-Potential or Environmentally
Sensitive Lands
Bottom Line: Option value captures the benefits of delaying an irreversible commitment of
resources, enabling Interior to more fully assess the public’s value in curtailing leasing and
minimizing speculation.

Another key potential benefit of programmatic reform comes in the form of option value. Option value is the informational value gained by waiting to make an irreversible decision. While there is substantial option value in curtailing
leasing, restricting fossil-fuel extraction, and preserving federal lands for other beneficial uses, Interior has paid little attention to this benefit in the past. More robust consideration of option value, whether quantitative or qualitative, would
provide additional support for curtailing leasing of federal lands and waters, or otherwise restricting extraction in environmentally sensitive regions.

1.

Option Value and the Benefits of Delaying Resource Extraction

Option value is the informational value gained by waiting to make an irreversible decision. Option value arises in situations that are characterized by two features: irreversibility and uncertainty. Irreversibility is present when the action
cannot be undone, or when reversing the action is highly improbable due to legal or procedural hurdles. Uncertainty is
present when the expected value to be derived from a given action may change, when the costs and benefits associated
with the action are subject to doubt, or when the costs and benefits of alternative policies may be uncertain. Under these
conditions, the passage of time will often reduce uncertainty about the expected value of the irreversible action.270
Firmly established in the economic literature271—including in the context of natural resources policy272—option value
can play an important role in Interior’s leasing and extraction decisions, which are characterized by both irreversibility
and uncertainty. In terms of irreversibility, not only is fossil-fuel leasing difficult to reverse from a legal standpoint, but
also the extraction and use of nonrenewable resources, including oil and natural gas, cannot be undone; destruction of
habitat for an endangered or threatened species may have irreparable consequences; and heat-trapping greenhouse gases
released during fossil fuel extraction and consumption persist in the atmosphere for thousands of years.273 There is also
a high degree of uncertainty associated with designating and leasing public lands and waters for extraction. Relevant
uncertainties include resource prices and the costs of drilling; energy efficiency, energy conservation, and fuel-economy
standards that affect fossil fuel demand; environmental conditions and risks from drilling including habitat effects, local
pollution, and oil-spill risk; current and expected effects of climate change on the ecosystem; developments in drilling
technologies including safety and pollution-capture; and competing uses of public lands.274 Because resource extraction
on public lands is characterized by high irreversibility and uncertainty, the option value to delaying leasing is large.
Owing to the substantial irreversibility and uncertainty involved, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, in two separate opinions, has recognized the significance of timing and option value in land-management
decisions. First, in California v. Watt, the Court remanded an offshore leasing determination because Interior failed to
“properly consider[] the economic effect of delaying lease sales,” keying in on the fact that the agency “ignored the price
rises in crude oil that make delay a factor.”275 Then, in Center for Sustainable Economy v. Jewell, the Court explained that
because “[m]ore is learned with the passage of time”—including about drilling costs, safety and environmental risks, and
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the economics of the oil and gas industry, among others—the informational value of delay is a relevant factor to consider
in leasing decisions.276 While the D.C. Circuit found BOEM’s qualitative consideration of option value in the challenged
leasing plan to be sufficient, it suggested that an agency may act irrationally in failing to consider the informational value of delay.277 While these cases both involve BOEM’s management of offshore lands, their rationales equally apply to
BLM’s management of onshore lands.
Yet Interior has not always considered option value in the past, and when it has considered option value that consideration has typically been secondary. To its credit, BOEM provided an extensive qualitative discussion of option value in
its most recent five-year plan.278 However, while BOEM did consider option value with respect to environmental, social,
and technological uncertainty, it did not appear to meaningfully include those option values as part of its determination
of whether to schedule the lease sales.279 Meanwhile, BLM has failed to account for option value in any manner, either at
the planning or the leasing stages.

2.

How Option Value Can Support Reforms that Curtail Leasing and Limit Speculation

There are numerous advantages to a robust assessment of option value in any leasing or resource-management decision.
For one, as discussed above, the D.C. Circuit has explicitly recognized the importance of option value in resource planning determinations.280 Based on this precedent, meaningful consideration of option value is likely required in any planning or leasing determination.281
Robust consideration of option value also has strong practical advantages
Interior is giving away the
for both BLM and BOEM, and can help support determinations that curtail
public’s option to deterleasing or strengthen lease terms such as minimum bids and rental fees that
mine the best use of the
currently encourage speculative leasing. In recent years, in particular, Interior
land, allowing develophas regularly offered lease sales for lands that developers scoop up at negliers to sit on the land and
gible prices and sit on without any development, depriving the public of the
time extraction based on
land for minimal compensation. As of the end of fiscal year 2020, more than
half of the over 26.5 million acres of federal onshore land locked up in oil and
private option value rather
282
gas leases—nearly 14 million acres—was lying idle without production.
than the public interest.
And nearly 80% of leased offshore acreage is currently non-producing.283 By
leasing these non-producing onshore and offshore lands, Interior has effectively given away its option value to private
developers, allowing them to decide whether and when to engage in extraction based on their own private value rather
than the public interest. Since social option value differs from private option value, the socially optimal timing for leasing and extraction will differ from the privately optimal timing. In essence, Interior is giving away the public’s option to
determine the best use of the land, allowing developers to sit on the land and time extraction based on private option
value rather than the public interest.
Regardless of whether Interior accounts for option value in its resource-management decisions, oil and gas companies
will, and they will time extraction and resource decisions in a manner that is privately optimal. Option value in fact
largely explains the routine practice of companies purchasing tracts and waiting years or decades to develop them, when
conditions are optimal from their perspective.284 First, companies often have a “perverse incentive . . . to sit on undeveloped federal land,” since by having subsurface reserves as assets on a balance sheet, a company can “immediately improve
its overall financial health, boost its attractiveness to shareholders and investors, and even increase its ability to borrow on
favorable terms.”285 Second, although there is frequently “little evidence that much oil or gas is easily accessible,” buyers
may be “hoping that the land will increase in value nonetheless, because of higher energy prices, new technologies that
could make exploration and drilling more economical or the emergence of markets for other resources hidden beneath
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the surface.”286 In other words, prospectors are considering their private option value, and taking advantage of the fact
that government is not also accounting for public option value.
While it is clear why oil and gas companies often choose to purchase leases with little prospect of near-term drilling, it
is far less clear why Interior has facilitated these transactions. After all, the nation derives little monetary benefit from
nonproducing leases, yet loses the option to use the land for other purposes such as renewable energy development,
recreation, and conservation.287 Meanwhile, the costs of speculative leasing can be enormous. If the environmental costs
of extracting at the parcel are ultimately worse than anticipated when the land was leased (if, for instance, because the
impacts of climate change are worse than anticipated, mitigation technology develops slower than expected, or species
habitat degrades in the ensuing years), then Interior’s decision to lease the land at the earlier stage could have devastating
impacts. These effects are exacerbated even further since Interior leasing and planning determinations have traditionally
failed to fully account for environmental harms.

3.

Best Practices for Consideration of Option Value

A quantitative assessment of option value would best enable BLM and BOEM to consider this critical benefit of programmatic reform alongside other quantified effects. In the past, however, BOEM has only quantified option value as it
relates to market price uncertainty, excluding uncertainty as it relates to both the market costs (e.g., exploration, development, and extraction) and social costs of extraction (e.g., environmental, infrastructure, and catastrophic oil spills).288
In future analyses, both BLM and BOEM should look to established methodologies for quantifying option value in the
natural resources context. As the D.C. Circuit explained in Center for Sustainable Economy, failing to quantify option value
could present a legal challenge if Interior disregards “well established” quantitative methods.289

Consideration of option value can justify curtailing (or eliminating altogether) oil and gas extraction in environmentally sensitive regions, such as federal lands adjacent to
Arches National Park that BLM proposed to lease in 2020.
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Four methodologies, in particular, are available from the literature. While a full discussion of these methodologies is not
provided in this report, Interior can look to a 2015 comment letter from the Institute for Policy Integrity for more detail
on each of these methods, including available literature on each.290 Here, we simply describe each method briefly and
quickly describe pros and cons of the approach.
First, Interior could apply the “engineering economic” approach by modeling potential future states to estimate the value
gained by learning over time.291 This method is reasonably objective and would largely dovetail from the use of NEMS to
model the impacts of reforms, since as discussed above NEMS allows for assessment of numerous future scenarios depending on such factors as economic growth, oil prices, resource availability, and others.292 Second, Interior could apply
the “optimal stopping model” approach, through which the analyst specifies a stochastic or random process—estimated
using available data—to model the value of learning and delay.293 Notably, this is the same approach that BOEM used to
quantify uncertainty in its hurdle price analysis for its most recent five-year plan.294 Using the same approach, Interior
could extend its existing methodology to model uncertainty in externality and market costs, which the agency has previously failed to do.
Third, Interior could survey various regulators involved in the relevant oil‐ environmental planning decisions to determine the value that they place on waiting to learn more information—a method known as “contingent valuation.”295
However, because this methodology is a stated preference technique that relies on purely subjective evaluations, it is
likely not ideal. Last, Interior could approximate the option value using the resulting net benefits distribution. A recent
working paper demonstrates the application of this technique for estimating option value in the Social Cost of Carbon.296
The methodology used in that paper could be adapted to assess the option value on leasing and planning determinations.
Even if a quantitative analysis is not feasible, a strong qualitative analysis of option value can strongly support curtailing
fossil-fuel leasing. For instance, regular consideration of option value could support Interior’s decision not to lease parcels that developers are unlikely to develop in the short-term, which would allow these lands to be put toward more beneficial uses such as renewable energy development, recreation, conservation, or simply delaying to make a future decision.
Option value could also support Interior’s decisions to curtail leasing in areas with particular environmental sensitivities
or unknowns.297 And a decision to raise lease terms to discourage speculative leasing—such as higher minimum bids and
rental fees—could be supported by option value.298 Similar to the other methodologies suggested in this report, Interior
could consider option value qualitatively for the time being, while beginning the process to quantify option value that it
could incorporate into determinations made after such quantification is available.

D.

Interior Should Carefully Assess Both Aggregate and Localized 		
Economic Impacts from Programmatic Reforms

While robust consideration of environmental impacts is key, it is also important for Interior to assess the economic effects of any programmatic reforms. Whether under NEPA, in project-level determinations, or pursuant to a rulemaking
cost-benefit analysis, consideration of total economic impacts is important both for assessing policy effects and for surviving judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act’s arbitrary-and-capricious standard. Assessing economic
impacts is also important for identifying and addressing disproportionate economic impacts on certain communities.
This section offers advice on how Interior can analyze economic impacts to support programmatic reform. For any reform, Interior should seek to provide a broad and holistic assessment of economic impacts, including impacts on total
revenues, energy supply, energy prices, and employment. Such an analysis—which a robust energy substitution model
(discussed above) could facilitate—would enable Interior to capture the full, system-wide economic costs of programmatic reform. Doing so has numerous advantages. For one, it would avoid the problem of relying exclusively on localized
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analyses, which ignore substitution effects. An economy-wide assessment of economic impacts would also provide a
more realistic portrait of aggregate impacts, and help support an assessment that those impacts are outweighed by environmental benefits.
At the same time, Interior should continue to assess localized economic effects in order to inform its analysis of distributional impacts. Interior should consider avenues to offset local economic harms such as through renewable-energy siting.
These practices would help safeguard local communities that have historically relied on federal fossil-fuel extraction.

1.

Adopting a Broad Approach to Economic Impacts

Programmatic reforms to the federal oil and gas program are likely to have a broad mix of positive and negative economic
impacts across the national economy. As detailed above, actions that curtail fossil-fuel development on federal land reduce the energy supply.299 While there is likely to be offset energy production (from both fossil fuels and renewable energy), this substitution only partially makes up for the shortfall in federal production. Accordingly, restricting fossil-fuel
extraction decreases the total supply of oil and natural gas, which incrementally raises the market price for the consumer
and thereby leads to decreased demand and consumption, and increased demand for energy efficiency and conservation.300 This is true both for Interior actions that directly curtail fossil-fuel extraction and for actions that indirectly curtail
extraction by increasing the cost (such as raising royalty rates).
Frequently, however, Interior's analyses of the economic impacts of fossil-fuel leasing and extraction have disregarded
these substitution and market effects. Recent BLM analyses, in particular, have looked narrowly at the impacts of a planning or leasing decision without regard to broader market impacts. In a recent proposal to expand oil and gas exploration
in the Eastern Colorado resource management planning area, for example, BLM assessed aggregate economic output,
employment, and labor income from federal extraction within the “economic analysis area,” without regard to broader
market or substitution impacts.301 As BLM recognized in that analysis, this “regional economic impact analysis” looks
only at gross economic effects within the planning area and does not measure net economic impacts.302 It therefore
overlooks how a decision to lease or not to lease lands for development in one region of the country could affect energy
development or other economic activities in other regions of the country.
Narrow analyses of this sort provide an incomplete portrait of economic effects, overestimating certain impacts while
underestimating others. These analyses overestimate economic impacts in that they fail to recognize that many of the
reported “impacts” such as revenues, royalties, and jobs are simply displacing similar effects that would have occurred
from substitute production in the absence of federal development. In other words, if Interior does not lease a certain
plot of land for fossil-fuel extraction, development at another site (of either fossil-fuel or renewable energy) is likely to
increase, and that development may also have revenue, royalty, and job impacts that the federal leasing displaces. With
employment in particular, economic research indicates that the net impacts of any Interior land-use policy is likely to be
fairly small.303
However, Interior’s traditional analyses also underestimate economic impacts in that they fail to capture certain marketwide impacts such as effects on energy supply, demand, consumption, and prices. While these impacts are also likely to
be relatively minor in the context of particular land-use decisions—particularly if coupled with Interior determinations
that promote renewable energy—the agency’s analyses traditionally ignore these effects entirely because they look only
at regional impacts.
While Interior’s often limited analyses have typically not posed legal challenges in the context of actions that authorize
fossil-fuel development, they may do so if used to justify reforms that restrict fossil-fuel extraction and thereby impose
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some market-wide economic costs. After all, agencies are expected to “balance a project’s economic benefits against its
adverse environmental effects,” and strong estimates of economic impacts are important for this “balancing process.”304
As detailed above, numerous courts have held that authorizing fossil-fuel extraction foreseeably causes a decrease in
price and increase in demand for oil and gas and an attendant increase in greenhouse gas emissions, and that failure to assess those resulting downstream emissions violates NEPA.305 Given this precedent, it is plausible—though hardly inevitable—for a court to hold that Interior must assess foreseeable price increases and demand declines when undertaking
reforms that curtail federal fossil-fuel extraction.
In addition to reducing litigation risk, a market-wide economic assessment facilitates a more comprehensive review of
the true economic impacts of reform. As guidance from the Office of Management and Budget explains, agency analyses
should aim to capture impacts on the “total resources available to society,”306 which includes any reductions in overall
energy supply or additional production costs due to substitution effects (in other words, if Interior’s reforms cause a market shift from oil and gas to more expensive forms of energy). In contrast, the types of regional economic analyses that
Interior frequently provides mostly capture “transfer” impacts because they describe substitution effects such as the reallocation of capital from one production region to another.307 While these transfer impacts are important to assess from a
distributional perspective,308 they present a somewhat limited picture because Interior should take a broader perspective
that does not prioritize particular regions of the country over others.
By providing a complete assessment of economic “costs” in the formal sense, assessing market-wide economic impacts
would best facilitate a comparison to monetized environmental and social benefits from programmatic reforms, such
as estimates of climate benefits using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases. In the past, BLM has alleged that the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases would skew the analysis of fossil-fuel extraction projects because the agency did not
conduct an equivalent assessment of “economic benefit” in the formal sense.309 While this argument was always legally
questionable,310 monetizing economic costs from a restriction in federal fossil-fuel development would undercut its factual premise and enable a transparent comparison of monetized costs and benefits of programmatic reforms. In doing
so, Interior should also monetize other environmental impacts to the extent feasible (such as oil-spill risk and harms to
water quality), while remembering that many critical environmental benefits are unmonetized and being sure to give
those impacts due consideration.311
Lastly, a market-wide analysis of economic impacts would be advantageous because it would enable Interior to holistically assess the impact of different reforms together. While actions that curtail fossil-fuel development could incrementally increase energy prices and reduce energy demand, actions that facilitate renewable-energy development on federal
lands and waters will have a largely countervailing impact by increasing energy supply, demand, and employment while
decreasing prices. A market-wide economic analysis would enable Interior to holistically assess the aggregate impacts of
these different actions, providing context to Interior’s programmatic reforms that siloed assessments could not.
Estimating market- and economy-wide impacts is challenging, and requires a sophisticated model. Accurately assessing economy-wide employment impacts, in particular, can be challenging because, as noted above, employment is fluid
and workers reallocate between sectors—such as from fossil-fuel development to renewable energy development, recreation, and tourism—in response to government intervention, requiring a sophisticated general equilibrium model to
reliably capture aggregate employment impacts. As outlined above, a robust energy-market model such as NEMS would
provide the inputs needed for Interior to conduct such an analysis, as it provides aggregate estimates of supply, demand,
and price impacts of different energy sources over time. Interior should ensure that any aggregate, economy-wide employment estimates are based on a robust general equilibrium model that recognizes market frictions.
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2.

Assessing and Mitigating Employment Effects on Local Communities

Interior’s reforms will likely affect job opportunities in communities where federal oil and gas drilling supports the local
economy, particularly over the long-term. On the one hand, reducing oil and gas leasing may lead to more employment
opportunities in industries like tourism or fishing by reducing the environmental impact of leasing.312 On the other hand,
limiting oil and gas leasing is likely to decrease job opportunities in the extraction industries. Currently, BLM estimates
that about 318,000 Americans are employed in oil and gas extraction on federal lands.313 Although this represents a small
part of the overall U.S. economy,314 these employment totals nonetheless represent the livelihoods of individuals and
communities. Political rhetoric over these issues has also become increasingly heated in debates over projects like the
Keystone Pipeline,315 underscoring the need for Interior to provide an evidence-based assessment of how land-management reforms might affect employment patterns.
While politicians on both sides of the aisle have frequently touted the supposedly job-creating or job-killing nature of
environmental policies, empirical research finds little evidence that environmental regulations have significant impacts
on overall, economy-wide employment.316 The Keystone Pipeline, for example, would have created just 10,000 temporary jobs lasting only 4–8 months each and only 35 permanent jobs.317 Studies that have sought to quantify job effects for
even the most significant environmental policies find comparatively small adverse national impacts that are dwarfed by
environmental and public-health benefits.318 Additionally, environmental policies may actually increase employment in
some sectors because of a greater need for inspection, monitoring, and other labor intensive activities.319
There are a number of reasons to believe that changes in land-management policies will similarly have a limited (and potentially positive) effect on overall employment. For one, oil and gas developers banked an enormous number of leases
during the Trump administration.320 A recent analysis by the Center for American Progress found that companies control so many undeveloped parcels of federal lands that they could “begin new drilling operations on unused leases at the
current rate for at least the next 10 years without access to any new leases.”321 In the energy sector as a whole, moreover,
many of the best paying jobs will still be in demand regardless of whether power is supplied by fossil fuels or renewable
sources.322 Utilities, for example, employ nearly as many workers as oil and gas drilling operations, and these jobs will be
necessary even after a shift to clean energy.323 Recent data also suggests that renewable energy growth will create tens of
thousands of new jobs per year by the end of the decade.324 As energy demand shifts from fossil fuels to renewable energy,
so will employment and curtailing fossil-fuel extraction on public lands will simply hasten this transition.
However, even though land-management policies may have a negligible impact on overall employment or lead to increased demand for labor in some areas, certain communities may be disproportionately burdened by employment transitions.325 Labor markets do not always operate smoothly, and “[i]f workers have difficulty finding replacement employment, the social costs could be considerable, entailing relocation and training expenses, loss of skills and lifetime wages,
and even psychological and health impacts.”326 In the case of oil and gas employees, it may be particularly difficult to
shift employment if renewable energy jobs are created in other locations.327 Economic projections can help identify the
specific sectors and regions expected to experience depressed labor demand because of employment redistribution.328
Interior should present such findings as part of any relevant analysis.
Once Interior identifies potential distributional effects from decreased oil and gas extraction, the federal government has
several options to mitigate the adverse consequences for local communities. For instance, Interior could identify renewable resource generation potential in areas that are expected to experience a decline in fossil-fuel production and seek
to site renewable projects in these areas.329 While there may be some constraints on siting particular projects because of
geophysical conditions, such as sufficient exposure to wind or solar radiation,330 Interior could consider distributional
impacts as a key factor in its determination.
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Solar energy potential is particularly high in the southwest,
where there is a high proportion of federal land

*Map provided by National Renewable Energy Laboratory, https://www.nrel.gov/gis/assets/images/solar-annual-ghi-2018-usa-scale-01.jpg.

One potential issue is the pay disparity between jobs in the fossil fuel and renewable sectors, with jobs in the latter commanding about $45,000–$64,000 annually compared to $70,000–$81,000 in the former.331 The federal government can
help close this gap by supporting unionization among renewable energy workers. According to the most recent U.S. Energy and Employment report, only about 4% of solar industry workers are unionized and 6% of wind industry workers
are unionized.332 In comparison, about 11% of workers in the natural gas generation sector are unionized as well as 10%
in coal electric power generation, though only 4 % of oil electric production workers are unionized.333
The Biden administration has repeatedly emphasized its desire to see high-paying union jobs as part of any transition
to renewable energy.334 Interior has the statutory authority to directly support such jobs in the renewable energy sector
by prioritizing projects that will be staffed by unionized and/or high-paying workers. BLM and BOEM are permitted
to provide sites for renewable energy sources under FLMPA335 and OCSLA,336 respectively. Under current regulations,
BLM has broad discretion to grant use of public lands for renewable energy projects, subject to exceptions for areas set
aside for other specific uses.337 Using this authority, the agency could prioritize applications from developers that commit
to offering high-paying and/or union jobs to construct and maintain renewable sources.
BOEM issues leases on a competitive basis,338 and has discretion to use a “multi-factor” bidding auction that weighs
“public benefits” that could encompass employee unionization and compensation.339 BLM also has a competitive bidding process for the rights to build renewable energy facilities on public lands that are outside of designated leasing areas,
and could similarly consider payroll impacts under this process.340 For instance, New York recently adopted a bonus
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point system for renewable energy projects after concerns were raised that much of the current supply chain relies on
overseas manufacturers.341 Interior may also opt to prioritize developers who pledge to create jobs in areas expected to
be affected by declines in federal oil and gas drilling production.342 It may also be worth revisiting BLM’s rule on the
competitive terms for leasing public lands for solar and wind energy to improve renewables’ competitiveness with oil
and gas development.343
Other mechanisms for reducing the distributional employment effects on local communities include federal investment
in capping abandoned oil and gas wells.344 There are currently about three million abandoned oil and gas wells across the
U.S., and more than two million of these remain “unplugged.”345 These wells can release millions of tons of methane, a
potent greenhouse gas with vastly greater warming potential than carbon dioxide.346 A recent analysis of abandoned oil
and gas wells in the Ohio River Valley found that a federal program to cap these wells could create annual job opportunities equivalent to those that have been lost in the oil and gas industry over the past several years, and noted that there is
“a clear match between the skills of unemployed oil and gas workers and the requirements needed to plug orphaned and
other abandoned wells properly.”347 President Biden has recently made a commitment to invest $16 billion in such projects, many of which are likely to occur on federal lands in Western states where numerous wells have been abandoned.348
Interior could also look to partner with agencies such as the Departments of Energy and Labor to identify communities
that should receive research and development grants for new clean energy manufacturing. The Department of Energy
recently announced the allocation of $115 million for small businesses pursuing clean energy research and development
projects, with the specific aim of fighting climate change while supporting job growth.349 President Biden’s infrastructure
proposal calls for an additional $40 billion investment in a “Dislocated Workers Program” that would fund training in
clean energy and manufacturing.350 By identifying the distributional consequences of land-management policy changes,
Interior can help connect affected communities with these federal initiatives for a just transition to cleaner energy.
Finally, Interior should acknowledge that addressing climate change and local pollution through decreased oil and gas
leasing will have positive distributional consequences. Minority and low-income communities are expected to suffer
the most severe health effects from climate change, including harms from extreme heat, poorer air quality, allergens,
and wildfires.351 They are also more likely to experience energy insecurity from greater demand on the electric grid with
higher temperatures, since they must spend a larger proportion of their income on utility bills.352 These beneficial distributional effects from reductions in oil and gas extraction highlight the distributional tradeoffs of Interior’s land-management policies. Rather than prompting Interior to maintain oil and gas development, employment effects should be
addressed through separate programs that maintain the overall net societal benefits from reductions in greenhouse gases
while ensuring that workers do not bear the brunt of our energy transition.
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IV. Recommendations for Using Analytical Tools
to Support Reform
Accurately estimating the impacts of reform is not just good practice. Interior can also use the tools discussed above to
support bold reforms to the leasing program that curtail fossil-fuel leasing while ensuring that any leasing or extraction
occurs on equitable terms that secures fair market value for American taxpayers. This section briefly lays out several recommendations for using the tools above to support potential reforms.

A.

Increasing Royalty Rates to Account for Externalities				
(or Maximize Revenue)

There is widespread agreement that federal royalties for oil and gas are set too low. As detailed above, federal mineral royalties lag behind the royalty rates typically imposed by state and private landowners, depriving the federal government
(and the state and local governments who share in federal royalties) of substantial revenue.353 Most royalties are still set
at statutory minimums from decades ago, as Interior has failed to adjust them as the environmental harms from oil and
gas extraction have come into focus, including the harms of climate change. The result is a system that encourages risky
extraction without adequately compensating taxpayers.
From an economic standpoint, an attractive way for Interior to rein in costly extraction through its revenue policy is to set
royalty rates at a level that internalizes the externalities of fossil-fuel extraction. Although Interior has not historically accounted for externalities in setting royalties rates, it should have ample legal leeway to do so. By law, Interior must receive
“fair market value” for any onshore or offshore leasing354—a broad term that allows for a wide array of considerations.
Particularly given the law’s concern for the environmental impacts of resource extraction on public lands and its charge
for Interior to weigh those impacts in setting resource-management policy,355 it seems natural for Interior to account for
externalities in assessing the “fair market value” of resource extraction. As one member of Congress explained before the
statute’s enactment, the Mineral Leasing Act gives Interior “practically unlimited authority as to the granting and the
terms and conditions of leases.”356 And there is substantial precedent both in legislative histories and academic literature
to account for externalities in setting royalty rates.357
The Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases is a vital tool for capturing the externalities of fossil-fuel extraction. As detailed
above, the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases monetizes the climate change impacts of an incremental increase in greenhouse gas emissions.358 Those impacts can therefore be incorporated directly into the royalty rate. Other externalities
from fossil-fuel extraction can also be accounted for in the royalty rate. Monetized impacts, such as economic losses from
oil spills and pollutants like particulate matter, can also be directly incorporated into the royalty rate much like the Social
Cost of Greenhouse Gases. Interior can also give qualitative consideration to unmonetized impacts, such as effects on
wildlife, in setting royalty policy.
If Interior chooses to incorporate externalities into the royalty rate, it has several options for doing so varying by scale and
purpose. One option is to account only for the externalities from upstream production, while deferring to other agencies
to regulate downstream emissions. As some commentators have argued, this may minimize legal risk by avoiding the potential for “double counting” the cost of combustion externalities.359 To account for upstream externalities in the royalty
rate, Interior would monetize upstream emissions using the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases along with other upstream
effects such as economic damage from oil spills. While fossil-fuel royalties are usually assessed ad valorem—that is, as a
percentage of production revenues—Interior could consider the possibility of imposing externality costs on producers
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on a per-unit basis, which would eliminate the confounding factor of resource price and potentially enable Interior to
tailor the royalty charge to each producer depending on the amount of upstream greenhouse gas emissions or level of
mitigation measures to reduce upstream emissions. If Interior takes an ad valorem approach (or even if it doesn’t), it could
assess upstream emissions by using average emissions figures.
Interior also has authority to mitigate downstream greenhouse gas emissions,360 which it too could do through the royalty
rate. One option here is to simply apply a royalty adder to account for the full externality of downstream emissions—in
other words, imposing the gross external costs on all fossil fuel extracted.361 This approach would fully internalize the externalities of fossil-fuel extraction, but could lead to claims that the royalty rate is set too high because it does not account
for substitution effects that offset the gross harms from fossil-fuel extraction on federal lands. Alternatively, Interior could
apply a royalty adder that accounts for the net external costs of all fossil fuel extracted, accounting for leakage effects.362
In that case, Interior would rely on its energy-market model to capture leakage and substitution effects and assess the net
impacts from federal extraction. Interior would then apply the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, along with other monetization tools for additional externalities, to assess the damage costs from those net impacts, which it could incorporate
into the royalty rate. Interior could assume full or near-full combustion under this approach,363 while potentially offering
producers the opportunity to adjust the royalty charge if they can show that a lesser percentage of the extracted energy
was combusted.
If Interior does not wish to directly account for externalities into the royalty rate,364 it could instead at least raise the royalty rate to maximize royalty revenue. When Interior raises royalty rates, it increases the cost of production and thereby incrementally disincentivizes production on federal lands. Accordingly, whether a rate increase will increase total revenues
is a complicated question that requires modeling of market and substitution effects. Nonetheless, there is considerable
evidence that current royalty rates are set well below the revenue-maximizing levels.365 To determine the revenue-maximizing royalty rate, Interior could apply its energy-market model to analyze how incremental royalty increases would
affect energy substitution and federal production.

B.

Using Cost-Benefit Analysis to Support Leasing Curtailments

The tools detailed above also provide the building blocks for Interior to assess the net benefits of its reforms through
cost-benefit analysis. While cost-benefit analysis is routinely applied to assess the impacts of major regulations,366 it can
also be “relevant to the choice among alternatives” under NEPA.367 Experience throughout the administrative state has
shown that cost-benefit analysis is not only a good analytical tool for making policy choices,368 but if done correctly, can
also insulate an agency’s policies against rollbacks from future administrations.369
Cost-benefit analysis should support considerable leasing curtailments if those analyses make use of the analytical improvements recommended above. As an improved energy substitution model will likely show, substantial reductions in
federal fossil-fuel extraction are expected to reduce total fossil-fuel extraction while accelerating a transition to renewable energy. The environmental benefits are therefore considerable, as curtailing fossil-fuel leasing eliminates the environmental and climate costs associated with the forgone production. Meanwhile, total economic costs, though real, are
blunted by the fact that the avoided fossil-fuel extraction will largely be replaced by renewable-energy generation over
the medium- and long-run.370 An improved energy-market model, combined with the use of established tools such as the
social cost of greenhouse gases, should bring these effects to light.
In the past, however, Interior’s use of cost-benefit analysis for project- or program-level determinations has been spotty.
As noted above, for instance, BOEM’s most recent five-year plan omitted the costs of catastrophic oil spills,371 environmental option value,372 and climate damages from its net benefits analysis.373 Additionally, because of the agency’s deeply
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flawed substitution model, its supplemental assessment of climate damages (which was omitted from the net benefits calculation) counter-intuitively concluded that expanding offshore drilling would reduce total greenhouse gas emissions.374
In contrast to BOEM’s recent analyses, Interior should attempt to incorporate all monetizable costs and benefits into any
cost-benefit analysis. As discussed above, an improved substitution model would enable the agency to reliably assess the
market-wide effects of any reforms including impacts on prices, demand, and the mix of different energy sources (and attendant environmental impacts) over time. Social and environmental benefits could then be monetized using such tools
as the Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, existing tools to capture oil-spill risk, and (if possible) option value. This would
enable Interior to fully capture the total economic costs of leasing curtailment and choose the option that maximizes
social welfare after accounting for all unmonetized impacts.

C.

Using Option Value to Tailor Reforms that Minimize Speculation

As detailed above, the informational value of delay—known as “option value”—can be quite substantial in the case of
fossil-fuel extraction, as there are substantial uncertainties associated with drilling that the government would benefit
from knowing in advance before granting producers the long-term option to drill.375 This is particularly the case when the
uncertainties are especially high—as they often are in unexplored or environmentally sensitive regions.
As detailed above, Interior can and should take option value into account in making resource-management decisions. In
particular, reforms to lease availability and terms that minimize speculation can rely heavily on Interior’s consideration
of option value. Starting with land management, consideration of option value can support numerous reforms that minimize speculation. For instance, option value strongly supports determinations not to lease low- or medium-potential
lands, which are typically not extracted in the near-term. Option value also supports more stringent standards for lease
renewals and extensions. Likewise, if Interior initiates reforms to the lease suspension process, it could also rely on option value.
Option value can also provide justification for reforms to the fiscal terms of leases that can reduce speculation. Most
significantly, Interior may wish to consider raising minimum bids and rental fees to fairly compensate the public for
its forgone option value. Quantitative evaluation of option value would be useful to help set monetary rates, but again,
qualitative consideration would strongly support any reasonable increase.

D.

Using Carbon Offsets to Minimize Greenhouse Gas Impacts

Although reforms such as curtailing leasing and revising royalty rates will limit extraction on lands that have not yet been
leased, they do little to mitigate the effects from the vast amount of land that has already been leased but where production has not yet begun. At present, Interior often imposes certain requirements on leaseholders when they apply for a
permit to drill to mitigate harms to the local environment.376 As part of the permitting process, Interior should require
energy developers to purchase carbon offsets to mitigate the greenhouse gas impacts of the proposed extraction.
Carbon offsets enable applicants to compensate for the impact of greenhouse gas emissions associated with extraction by
reducing emissions elsewhere. Examples of carbon offsets permitted in other governmental programs include mine and
landfill methane capture, rice cultivation, destruction of ozone-depleting substances, livestock projects and agricultural
methane avoidance, forestation, and end-use efficiency projects.377 Although carbon offsets have been criticized for failing to achieve their desired purpose378—and, for this reason, should be used as a last resort to mitigate greenhouse gas
emissions, not a first resort379—they have been applied with relative success by the California Air Resources Board and
the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.380 If Interior requires offsets of unavoidable emissions, it should set standards
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ensuring that offsets are “additional, quantifiable, real, and permanent.”381 Offsets are a particularly attractive option for
lands that have already been leased, where legal options for other avoidance and mitigation measures are fairly limited.
Requiring offsets of greenhouse gas emissions is a type of compensatory mitiInterior has made use of
gation, a form of mitigation that is sanctioned in NEPA regulations382 and that
compensatory mitigation
the Supreme Court has called “a hallmark of responsible land-use policy” by
for more than thirty years,
requiring project applicants to “internalize the negative externalities of their
including requiring appliconduct.”383 Interior has made use of compensatory mitigation for more than
thirty years,384 including requiring applicants to purchase carbon offsets to cants to purchase carbon
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions from individual projects. In 2008, BLM re- offsets to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions
quired a company seeking to expand its gypsum processing facility to “acquire
recognized carbon credits to offset the Project’s increased [greenhouse gas]
from individual projects.
385
emissions.” And again in 2009, BLM approved an electric company’s applicaA net-zero emissions
tion to construct a transmission project subject to the applicant’s commitment
requirement in federal
to either create greenhouse gas emission reductions or purchase carbon credits
planning, leasing, and
to fully offset emissions from project operation, maintenance, and inspection.386
permitting would follow
More recently, BLM published a report embracing compensatory mitigation
this precedent.
to offset greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the federal coal-leasing program.387 Interior also has authority to impose broad conditions on extraction as
part of the planning, leasing, and permitting processes, which it could use to impose a net-zero emissions requirement.388
While such a requirement would be somewhat redundant with a carbon adder for new leases, it could be especially useful
for restricting climate impacts from lands that have already been leased but not yet developed.
If Interior imposes an offset requirement, it could begin by applying that requirement to direct emissions only, as direct
emissions are relatively straightforward to quantify and fall squarely within the agency’s jurisdiction. Interior may also
wish to consider extending this requirement to indirect emissions. The Commission could coordinate with agencies that
exercise authority over midstream and downstream emissions, such as the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and
Environmental Protection Agency, to ensure consistency across government policy without either under- or doublecounting the indirect greenhouse gas emissions. If Interior imposes an offset requirement for indirect emissions on its
own, it could use its substitution model to calculate the net downstream emissions that need to be offset.
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Conclusion

T

he ongoing programmatic review of Interior’s oil and gas leasing program provides an opportunity to institute
long-overdue reforms to curtail leasing, reform lease terms, and restore balance to federal land management consistent with national climate goals. This report endorses broad reforms and suggests numerous ways that Interior
can support and inform those reforms using economic tools. Through use of these methodologies, Interior can both
break from past policy and create a strong basis for reforms that will be difficult for a future presidential administration
to roll back.
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